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In Celebration Of Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr.

What’s Inside
Super Senior Women
Keep On Moving

Story on Page 3

Tallahassee Police Chief To

Head Juvenile Justice Agency

Eugene Jackson, CEO of the Black Entertainment Network, and Coretta Scott King view an African tapestry of the late civil rights leader
Martin Luther King Jr., in this Jan. 15,1990 photo

By: KHANAA. RILEY
Challenger Correspondent

ST. PETERSBURG - The Martin
Luther King, Jr. Holiday celebrates the
life and legacy of a man who brought
hope and healing to America. The holiday
commemorates the values he exemplified
of courage, truth, justice, compassion,
dignity, humility and service that so
radiantly defined Dr. King’s character
and empowered his leadership.
President Ronald Reagan signed
the Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Day
into law in 1986. After Dr. King’s
assassination in 1968, his wife, Coretta
Scott King, began attending an annual

commemorative service at her church on
January 15, in Atlanta, to mark her'
husband’s bjrth, and fought for years to
make it a national holiday.
Today we commemorate his
revolutionary spirit of universal
unconditional love, forgiveness and
nonviolence. To many, the holiday is a
day for community reflections involving
commemorative ecumenical services,
parades, and banquets/breakfasts with
speeches bringing people of all skin
colors, cultural backgrounds and socio
economic status together to celebrate the
legacy of this great leader and reflect on
our commonalities. But, apart from
community celebrations, why is this day

important and what is its meaning?
“The holiday commemorates Dr.
King’s great dream of a vibrant multiracial
nation united in justice, peace and
reconciliation; a nation that has a place
at the table for children of every race
and room at the inn for every needy
child,” Mrs. King once said. “The
holiday is a day of interracial and
intercultural cooperation and sharing.
No other day of the year brings so many
people from different cultural backgrounds
together in such a vibrant spirit of
brother and sisterhood. Whether you are
African-American, Hispanic or Native
American; whether you are Caucasian
or Asian American, you are part of the

great dream Martin Luther King, Jr. had
for America. This is not a black holiday;
it is a peoples’ holiday, and it’s the
young people of all races and religions
who hold the keys to the fulfillment of
his dream,” she concluded.
The national theme, “A Day On, Not
A Day Off,” presents this holiday as a
day of service, a day of strengthening
communities, empowering individuals
and bridging barriers.
The King Holiday, The King Day of
Service, is a way to transform Dr.

Dr. Robert Smith, Jr.
Associate Professor
Beeson Divinity School

churches. Integral to his teaching is the
notion that the American achievement of
racial harmony involves a much higher
end than that of reconciliation for
reconciliation’s sake. Dr. Smith has
wisely and carefully investigated the
subject of racial reconciliation.
Dr. Robert Smith joined the faculty
of Beeson Divinity School on June 1,
1997. Prior to his arrival at Beeson, he
was the Carl E. Bates Associate
Professor of Christian Preaching at The
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary
in Louisville, Kentucky. A popular
teacher and preacher, he received
Southern’s 1996 Findley B. Edge Award
for Teaching Excellence. An ordained
Baptist minister, he served as pastor of
the New Mission Missionary Baptist
Church for twenty years before
returning to complete his Ph.D. degree.
His'Ph.D. dissertation was on the

Emancipation Celebration
Installation Of NAACP Officers
And Executive Board

MLK
continued on pg. 4

Dr. Robert Smith, Jr. To Keynote Dr. MLK, Jr.
21st Leadership Awards Breakfast
ST. PETERSBURG - The National
Council of Negro Women, St. Petersburg
Metropolitan Section and the city of
St. Petersburg will co-sponsor the 21st
Annual Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
Leadership and Awards Breakfast to be
held at the St. Petersburg Coliseum on
Monday, January 15, 2007 at 7:30 a.m.
Mr. Jeff Lyash, President/CEO of
Progress Energy Florida will serve as
Honorary Chair. The Business and
Professional Women, St. Pete/Pinellas
(BPW) will serve as Co-Host.
For a second year Dr. Robert Smith,
Jr., Associate Professor of Divinity,
Beeson Divinity School of Samford
University, Birmingham, Alabama
returns as keynote speaker. Dr. Smith is
a tremendously gifted lecturer, teacher
and pastor, and is known across the
country for his work in attempting to
bridge the racial divide in American

Story on Page 6

Christological preaching of Helmut
Thielicke. He is also the author of a
study of Christian ministry in the
African American church, Preparing for
Christian Ministry (published in 1996),
and co-editor of A Mighty Long Journey
(published in 2000). His research
interests include the place of passion in
preaching, the literary history of African
American preaching, Christological
preaching, and theologies of preaching.
At Beeson, Smith teaches Christian
Preaching and other electives in
homiletics.
Tickets can be purchased by calling
the Fannye A. Ponder Council House
at (727) 896-6556 and The Weekly
Challenger, at (727) 896-2922. A limited
number of tickets will be available at the
door. For additional information, contact
Mary Clowers at (727) 864-3568 or
Signora Farris at (727) 327-3154.

Story on Page 12

St. Petersburg Resident Is
Sworn In As Governor

Story on Page 19
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Don’t Give Up On
Education Diversity Fight
The Spirit of
Brown vs. Board of
Education Supreme
Court decision to
desegregate education
is under attack on
two fronts. Hopefully,
the U.S. Supreme
By: Judge
Court will re-affirm
Greg Mathis
, the goals of education
diversity by striking down the Michigan
affirmative action ban and affirming the
education diversity plan for the Seattle
and Louisville school districts.
As various Civil Rights organizations
gear up to request that the Supreme
Court decide the constitutionality of
Michigan’s Proposition 2, which in
effect bans affirmative action, a key
factor that should be advocated is the
U.S. Constitution’s Supremacy clause.
This section of the constitution provides
that the U.S. Constitution must prevail
over state laws and state constitutional
measures that conflict with the U.S.
Constitution. Interpreted properly it also
means state measures cannot prevail
over Federal Supreme Court decisions
which, after all, is the court of
interpretation for the U.S. Constitution.
The U.S. Supreme Court has re
affirmed its goals of equal education and
diversity in several cases since the 1954
Brown vs. Board of Education decision.
Most recently the U.S, Supreme Court
upheld the spirit of Brown in 2003,
when it ruled in the University of

Michigan case that race could be a factor
in college admissions as a means of
desegregation and diversity.
Although Michigan’s Proposition, 2
bans race as a factor ih college
admissions, the Supremacy clause of the
U.S. Constitution and the U of M
Supreme Court decision should provide
enough ammunition for a vigorous, and
perhaps successful, challenge to the
state law. To further press my point - it
would be unlikely that the U.S. Supreme
Court would allow state referendums to
overturn the Brown vs. Board of
Education decision because its citizens
believe race-based plans aimed at
eliminating segregation is wrong.
Some will suggest that California’s
successful Proposition 209, banning
affirmative action, was upheld by the
Supreme Court. That was not the case.
Instead the court refused to hear the
case, leaving the door open for a full
hearing on the merits of these
affirmative action bans. Many times the
U.S. Supreme Court will refuse to hear a
case on an issue until such issue is ready,
based on many factors. We can’t give up
on our fight to preserve affirmative
action in education. We must continue to
press the U.S. Supreme court for clarity
on all fronts involving the pursuit of
equal education and diversity.
Judge Greg Mathis is the national
vice president of Rainbow PUSH and a
national board member of the Southern
Christian Leadership Conference.

I have a dream that one day this nation will rise up and.
live out the true meaning of its creed: “We hold these truths
to be self-evident: that all men are created equal. ”
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
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New Year’s New Look
The New Year campaign in the Ninth Ward of New
begins in Washington Orleans, calling on Americans to put
with Rep. Nancy new focus on poverty in this nation. He
Pelosi becoming the has spent the last years on the front
first female Speaker lines, joining with citizen movements
of,the House. Speaker seeking to raise the minimum wage,
Pelosi will then put with workers seeking to organize on the
the House to work in job. He understands that America cannot
By: Reverend
January to pass the thrive as two nations, one affluent, one
Jesse L.
“ 10Q Hours Agenda” impoverished. That he believes he can
Jackson, Sr,
- raising the minimum base his presidential campaign on this
wage, cutting prices on prescription drugs, message suggests that change is in the air.
Similarly, Rep. Dennis Kucinich
cutting student loan interest rates in half,
opened
his presidential campaign by
and revoking some subsidies to Big Oil
to invest in renewable energy. These are calling for the US to get out of Iraq.
measures that could not even get a vote Kucinich suggests that those who say
in the former Congress run by now that they are against the war and keep
disgraced Tom DeLay.
voting unlimited funds for it are like
Will the new faces in charge and that drug peddlers who oppose the use of
“down payment” oh a new agenda rhake drugs in principle but keep the dope
a difference? Across the country, the supply coming. Legislators that do so
unmet needs are great; the neglect say they are supporting the troops, but
rampant; the challenges staggering.
. the best support for the troops is to bring
Will poverty remain unmentionable? them home and start to invest in the
Or will the new Congress turn its communities from which they come.
attention to those most in need, from
These bold voices and the new
rural Appalachia to the barrios and congressional leadership open new
ghettos of our neglected cities? The possibilities. For example, there is now
agenda for poor children isn’t a mystery a broad consensus that the US must
pre-natal care, adequate nutrition, move towards energy independence.
decent housing, early education, jsmaller The Apollo Alliance lays out a broad
classes with skilled teachers; safe investment agenda - a national security-'
streets. But the hope of giving every imperative - in conservation, renewable
child a healthy start in life has dimmed energy, new science and technology.1
over the last decade.
This would provide an extraordinary
Will urban neglect continue? Or will jobs programs for the cities in making
we revive our cities before they buildings more' energy efficient. It
explode? Cities need jobs, particularly , would bolster small farmers as they
for the young. They need affordable grow the energy we will use. Unlike the
housing, particularly for the families of money wasted in Iraq, these investments
low wage workers. They need treatment would produce jobs here, generate
for those seeking to get off drugs. They growth, cut our trade deficit, address
need investment in infrastructure. The catastrophic climate change - and
collapsed levees in New Orleans are but ultimately pay for themselves. With will
the visible symbol of urban sewers, and imagination, this Congress could
bridges, transit systems that are launch that initiative immediately.
suffering from inadequate investment
Similarly, the president pledged
for years. Cities need investment in once to insure that “no child would be
schools and teachers - so that the left behind.” But he never paid for his
children with the greatest need can get promise.'This Congress could begin to
the teachers with the greatest skills, in provide poor children with a fair start
classes small enough to work-..
education.
Beginning with Reagan in the 1980s,
None of this will happen, however,
conservative governments have focused unless citizens of conscience get moving. '
on reducing the obligations of the This new Congress already is hearing
wealthy, and increasing the burdens oil more from entrenched corporate lobbies
the poor. Cities took the biggest hit, defending multi-billion dollar subsidies
Reagan’s largest cuts came in affordable than from the! poor seeking good
housing - he slashed some 80% out of schools, the farmers seeking markets for
HUD’s housing budget. DeLay and new energy, the cities seeking hope.
Bush froze the minimum wage for a Change will come only if citizens
(lecade, while squeezing any investment mobilize and create the demand to
in cities or the poor.
which the new leadership can respond.
Now, voters are looking for change. That’s a New Year’s resolution we
And some leaders are beginning to stand should all keep.
up. John Edwards.opened his presidential
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MIDTOWN NEWS
■—

Grandmother And 11 Children
Leave One-Bedroom Apartment
For New Two-Story Home
ST. PETERSBURG Francina Brown and the 11
children she cares for are
moving out of their tiny
one-bedroom apartment at
951 Newton Avenue South
and are upgrading to a
brand new 1,355 square
foot, two-story home. She
closed on the house and
the family began moying
their belongings into the
new space. They don’t have
much, though, and the family
is in need of furniture for
their home, located at 859.
15th Ave South in historic
Bartlett Park.
Coincidentally, the
Tom Joyner Morning Show
announced today that
Brown is this week’s
Thursday Morning Mom.
Ms. Brown will receive a
check for $1000 from the
syndicated radio talk show.
According to the site,
listeners write and send
letters to host Tom Joyner

about a special woman in
their lives that has truly
made a difference. The
family does not know who
nominated Brown, but is
happy to get the extra help.
Ms. Brown, age 5,2,
a cook supervisor at the
Boca Ciega Center in
Gulfport, was raising five
grandchildren, nieces and
nephews, when herdaughter
was, stabbed to death in
August. Grieving-, she
opened her small rented
dwelling to her six orphaned
grandchildren (ages 8 to
17 years old).
The community
responded with an
outpouring of food,
clothing, grief counseling,
and educational and
financial assistance, while
St. Petersburg Neighborhood
Housing Services (SPNHS)
worked with Ms. Brown to
find a permanent, affordable
home for her large family.

SPNHS counselors have,
been Working with Ms.
Brown over the past four
months, helping her prepare
for homeownership.
“Decent, affordable
housing is the best way to
stabilize a family, especially
after a trauma,” said Askia
Muhammad Aquil, SPNHS
executive director. “Ms.
Brown has worked ‘hard.
We are so pleased that in
just four months, Ms.
Brown has been able to
move beyond this tragedy
and achieve long term
stability for her family.”
SPNHS is a certified
N e i g h b o r Wo r k s ®
Homeownership Center,
where people with low to
moderate incomes can
access, all of the services,
products, and training
necessary to shop for,
purchase, renovate, insure,
maintain and manage a
home — under one roof:

—r

Here, Ms. Brown took
financial fitness training
and homebuyer education
classes, and got help finding
lenders and financing for
her new home.
“The counselors at
SPNHS have been so
grdat to me and my
grandchildren—I’ve never
had anybody ,to help me
like this,” said Brown,
“It’s a big relief to be
moving forward. It’s been
a long haul.”
Brown says that she
and her grandchildren are
grateful, and want to
volunteer at SPNHS to
help make things better for
other families.
“I can’t wait to get
everything moved into our
new house,” said Brown’s
17 year-old granddaughter.
It won’t replace my mom,
but it helps— knowing
that we’re going to be
living in a better place.” .

Super Senior Women
Keep On Moving

(l-r): Molly Thompson George, Instructor Carolyn Macon, Ann Burney, Thelma Donald,
Helen Davis, Mattie Thornton, Mary Arline, Rosena Varner Ashwood, Carrie Williams.

Approximately 10 years
ago, Mrs. Louise DeGregory,
a retired physical fitness
instructor, organized an
exercise class of senior
women. This class is being
held at the James BSanderlin Center located
at 2335 22nd Avenue

I
i
I

South in St. Petersburg,
Florida. Mrs. DeGregory
has since retired, leaving
Mrs. Carolyn Macon, a
retired Pinellas County
School teacher, to assume
the instructor’s position.
The group meets on
Mondays and Wednesdays

from 8:30 - 9:30 a.m. The
group recently celebrated
its 10th Anniversary as
well as the birthdays of
four of its members whose
birthdays ranged from
October through December.
The celebrations were held
during breakfast at Kissin’

Cuzzins Restaurant.
The women are mostly
retirees, ages 55 and over.
These remarkable women
come from all types
of employment fields
throughout the city and
county. In addition to
exercise, the group also
serves as a social outlet
for their age groups.
During the celebration at
Kissin’ Cuzzins, the women
exchanged holiday gifts
and enjoyed reminiscing
about past years. Senior
women who would like to
join our group may do so
by contacting the James B.
Sanderlin Center.
■Not pictured: Ruth
Jackson, Willie M. Fletcher,
Inell Jackson, Willie M.
Knight, Luvenia Holness.

1

i
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• 22nd Annual National MLK Drum Major For
Justice Battle of the Bands & Drumline
Extravaganza - Sunday, January 14

Tropicana Field, 6:15 p.rh. Performers include
Historicaiiy Black Colleges & Universities
(HBCU) All-Star band members and high
school marching bands from seven states,
including Barron Collier High School (Naples,
Fla). $10 in advance, $12 at the door.
Purchase advance tickets at the Enoch Davis
Center, 1111 18th Ave. S., or at Looking Good
Men’s Fashions in St. Petersburg, Tampa and
Bradenton. Contact: Ticketmaster, 813-2878844; Enoch Davis Center, 893-7134; or SCLC,
327-0085.

• 27th Annual MLK Essay
Finals - Thursday, January 11

High school students make thetr final
oratorical presentations at the Enoch
Davis Center, 1111 18th Ave. S., 7 p.m
Free and open to the public. Contact:
Herb Sanders, 893-7134.

This photo courtesy of PL Photography • January*2006

• 21st Annual MLK Leadership Awards
Breakfast - Monday, January 15

Coliseum, 535 Fourth Ave. N., 7:30 a.m., $25
per person, proceeds benefit student scholar
ships. Contact: Council of Negro Women/St,
Petersburg Metropolitan Section, 898-6555.

* 22nd Annual National MLK
Major For Justice Awards B
Friday, January 12

Hilton St. Petersburg, 333 First St. S.,
6:30 p.m. Official opening of MLK
i«S!
in Florida; featuring Cong. Walter E.
Fauntroy, from Washington D.C., ai
keynote speaker. Tickets, $35.
Contact: Southern C

• 22nd Annual National MLK Drum Major For
Justice Parade - Monday, January 15

Starts at 1:15 p.m. The parade route begins at
Third Ave. S. and Martin Luther King St., goes
north to Central Ave., east to Bayshore Drive
and north to Fifth Ave. N., disbanding at Vinoy
Park. Contact: SCLC, 327-0085.

1

1

Open to people of all faiths, 4 p.m., at
the Unitarian Universalist Church of St.
Petersburg, 719 Arlington Ave. N.
Speaker: Rev. Abhi Jamananchi, from
Unitarian Universalist Church of
Clearwater. Contact: Abdul K. Ali,
Congregations United for Community
Action, 867-7067.

i
i

1
I
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St Petersburg to Host Dazzlin
Line-up of2007 MLK Even

Multi-faith Worship Service
Sunday, January 14
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The MFA Honors the Great Contributions
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of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.

and Coretta Scott King
to our

1

Don’t miss Florida Collects Folk Art, March 31-July 8,

More than 80 works from eight private collections,
1
1

many by African Americans.
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Beginning at 6:30 p.m., walk proceeds from
Demens Landing (Bayshore Drive & First Ave.
S.) to the St. Petersburg Museum of History,
335 Second Ave. NE, for a brief program,
“Reflections of the Man: A Call to Courage,”
at 7 p.m. Free; participants should bring a
flashlight. Contact: Rinita Anderson,
894-1052, ext 205.

1

1

1

• 22nd Annual MLK Candlelight Vigil r
Monday, January 15

I

255 Beach Drive N.E.
(727) 896-2667
www.fine-arts.org

1

i

For more information about the
Drum Major for Justice
22nd anniversary events the awards banquet,
festival of bands or parade contact the SCLC office
at 327-0085
and leave a message.

1

st.petersburg
www.stpete.org

Economic Development
Continuing The Progress
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MIDTOWN NEWS
continued from front page
Martin Luther King, Jr.’s life and
teachings into community service
that helps solve social problems.
That service may meet a tangible
need, or it may meet needs of the
spirit, such as building a sense of
community or mutual responsibility.
In Dr. King’s fight for civil rights,
he inspired Americans to think
beyond themselves, look past
differences, and work toward equality.
We should continue to work,
because Dr. King continued to
work. Even when the dream and
vision seemed impossible, he
continued to fight and pursue his
dream and America is all the better
because of it.
“Not only is this a day for
service, but it’s a day for action,”
Thomas Jackson explained. “There
should be an increased desire to act
in accordance to the principles that
Dr. King fought for.”
Dr. King recognized the power
of service to strengthen communities
and achieve common goals. Through
his words and example, Dr. King
challenged individuals to take
action and lift up their neighbors
and communities through service.
This is not a time to just observe,

I

..

sisters and brothers who went
through the struggle and the
hardships. It makes me very proud
to be a survivor of all those years of
struggle,” she continued.
Dr. King once said that we all
have to decide whether we “will
walk in the light of creative altruism
or the darkness of destructive
selfishness.” Life’s most persistent
and nagging question, he said, is
“What are you doing for others?”
He quoted Mark 9:35, the scripture
in which Jesus of Nazareth tells
James and John... “Whosoever will
be great among you shall be your
servant; and whosoever among you
will be the first shall be the servant
of all.” And when Dr. King talked
about the end of his mortal life in
one of his last sermons on February
4, 1968 in the pulpit of Ebenezer
Baptist Church, he lifted up the
value of service as the hallmark of a
full life. “I’d like somebody to
mention on that day that Martin
Luther King, Jr. tried to give his life
serving others,” he said. “I want
you to say on that day, that I did try
in my life...to love and serve
humanity.”

but a time to recommit to. fulfilling
the responsibilities', duties arid
rights that we were given as
Americans. Take a child aside and
tell them something that Dr. King
did; or see how much they really
know about the importance of this
day. Continue to walk in courage,
truth, justice, compassion, dignity,
humility and service, and those
principles play a part in how you
define yourself.
,
Dr. King believed each individual
possesses the power to lift himself
or herself up, no matter what his or
her circumstances, rich or poor, black
or white, man or woman, may be.
Today is a day to remember.
“When looking back on all that had
to be endured, we are grateful and
thankful for the struggle for civil
rights,” stated Sharon Melville. “I
had the pleasure of walking with
Dr. King one time in Chicago.
Unfortunately; I was young and didn’t
really appreciate the experience as
much as I do today. The King holiday
gives me an opportunity to reflect
today on how thankful I am that so
many were able to rise up from the
ashes. I think of Sojourner Truth
and the Underground Railroad,
which my grandmother was a part
of. I reflect upon the boycotts of the
60’s. To celebrate this day is to
commemorate the struggle of my

MLK

“The Real Meaning of the
Holiday ” by Coretta Scott King and
MLK Day of Service contributed to
this article.

.......
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Coach Alvin Davis: A Retirement Celebration

1

The Faculty and Staff of Gibbs High School and the Gibbs Gladiator Alumni Association
cordially invite you to attend a Retirement Celebration for Coach Alvin Davis on January 27, 2007
at 3:00 p.m. at the Gibbs High School Cafeteria, 850 34th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712.
Please RSVP by January 14, 2007 to Minson Rubin at (727) 866-2651 or Rhonda Jackson at
(727) 894-6045.
-P
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Give your talents the opportunities they deserve. Join us at FACS. We’re the credit
services, centralized financial and administrative support resource for Federated
Department Stores, including Macy’s and Bloomingdale’s.

We’re growing..:.and so can you with an exciting career at FACS.

If you possess.
excellent customer service and communication skills, a HS diploma or GED, plus the
flexibility to work weekends, we have a better future in store for you.

Submit your profile online: FACSgroup.com
Customer Service Representatives
Bilingual/Non-bilingual

FT Schedules

Open House
13141 34th St. N., Clearwater
Mon. - Thurs., 9a-6p • Fri., 9a-4p
s
s
s.

Phone: 727-556-5000

• 20% discount
at Macy’s
• 401 {kJ with company

■ Paid training
■ Tuition reimbursement

, match

1 High-energy friendly
atmosphere

• Medical ft dental benefits

• Casual dress

• Competitive weekly pay
• Eligibility for semi-annual

increase

Fax: 727-556-5182

St

fl( SGroup,Inc.
The better way to work.
FACS Group, Inc.
Financial, Administrative and Credit Services.
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A subsidiary of Federated Department Stores, Inc.
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Housing Authority Dispels The
Myths Surrounding The Status Of
Graham/Rogall Residents
Special and Exclusive to
The Weekly Challenger

purchase Graham/Rogall) created a
host of problems for the Authority
and Vector Realty (the Buyer) that
The St. Petersburg Housing were not anticipated. And while
Authority (SPHA) dispels the the lawsuit was dismissed with
myths surrounding the sale .of the prejudice in favor* of the Housing
Graham/Rogall apartment complex Authority, the two year lag time
located in downtown St. Petersburg. caused by the litigation saw marked
Recent media reports have given changes occur in the real estate
the impression that the sale will put market, and a significant change in
residents out of their homes and the ownership structure of the
make them homeless.
Vector Realty team.
As the physical and economic
During the stages of litigation,
sustainability of the Graham/ the financial arm qf the Vector
Rogall apartment complex became Realty team determined that they
less and-less likely, the SPHA could wait no longer for the deal to
Board Of Commissioners decided close, so that entity sold its interest
in 2003 to make application to the to another firm, KEGB. KEGB did
U.S. Department of Housing and its own due diligence work on the
Urban Development (HUD) to Graham/Rogall property
and
dispose of (sell) the 486 unit high- determined that they could not
rise development and to use the sale maintain the apartments as
proceeds to acquire or develop affordable rentals. This conclusion
higher quality, more contemporary, was based oh what they deemed a
and more sustainable affordable disconnect between the price paid
housing units. The application was for the complex, the cost qf
made following several years of rehab,bing the building, and the
board discussions about what to do rents they would likely receive
with the deteriorating, out-of-date from families paying affordable
facility
and/or subsidized rental rates.
“It is unfortunate and
Consequently, this
new
disheartening that media reports ownership team of Vector Realty
and comments by a few and KEGB decided that they would
politicians have needlessly alarmed need tq reconfigure the apartments
Graham/Rogall residents by by doing a slab to slab rehab
scaring some of our most fragile and then developing “for sale”
citizens into believing that they affordable homeownership, units, a
would be ordered out of the much needed commodity in the
property and consequently made City of St. Petersburg. “So, while
homeless. To say that we are the affordable homeownership
evicting people and making them product that is how being
homeless is a cruel myth which contemplated by the Buyer is not
belies the facts, and is pure what any of us thought would be
nonsense. We are attempting tq pursued for 3 to 5 years from the
provide the best possible housing sale of the buildings, the current
for our customers; and the current economics of the deal make it
physical and economic state of the necessary. The Housing Authority
Graham/Rogall apartments doesn’t and the Buyer are doing their best
make that possible. On the whole, to make lemonade out qf the
the vast majority of the complex is lemons We have been dealt,Mr.
obsolete, a reality we’d have to deal Irions said.
with under any circumstance,” said
“Concerns have also been
Darrell Irions, Executive Director raised about whether or not the
of the SPHA.
local affordable housing rental
“The Board of Commissioners market can absorb 300 residents
and Housing Authority staff is requiring relocation. The current
unwavering in our commitment to housing market could not absorb
continue housing assistance to these families if the Housing
Graham/Rogall residents. We are Authority intended to open the
still in die process of negotiating flood gates and relocate all 300
the terms' of a final contract of sale families at one time...something
for the property; And we will not the agency has never envisioned. In
“close” on the property until all of reality, we plan a staged relocation.
the residents are appropriately Relocating 300 families oyer
relocated to alternative housing approximately 30 months (or more)
where financial assistance for their will require the relocation of 10
rental, costs will continue to he, families per month, on average.
provided to them. That process This is attainable,” added Mr.
could take up to 30 months dr more. Irions.
We plan to spend approximately $1
The Section 8 Housing Choice
million of “up front” money Voucher program will make it
provided by the Buyer to assist the possible for the. residents of
residents with all relocation costs, Graham/Rogall to continue paying
including;) packing, transportation, only 30% of their7income for rent,
unpacking of household goods, while allowing them to choose
payment qf utility and' security where (hey would like to, live.
deposits, as well as providing * Landlords who are willing to accept
professional
counseling
and the Housing Choice Voucher
assistance to find suitable housing,” receive a fair market rent, with the
said Mr, Harry Harvey, Chairman Housing Authority paying the
of the Board of Commissioners of difference between the market rate
the Housing Authority:
rent and the amount the resident
■ The initial agreement and cari pay. The rent-charged must be
understanding with Vector Realty, approved
and
determined
the winning purchaser of the property, “reasonable” per the standards of
was that they would continue to the U.S. Department of Housing,
operate the Graham/Rogall property and Urban Development (HUD).
as affordable rentals for a period qf The program has been and
3 to 5 years, and that any' of the continues to be very7 successful
residents who wished tq stay, could' here, and throughout the United •
in fact stay; However,, a prolonged States.
lawsuit' brought on by Village
“Throughout the sale process,
Partners (an unsuccessful bidder to residents have been informed about

what was going on through a
series of. resident meetings and
publications, which will continue
as long as necessary,” said Debbie
Johnson, Deputy Executive Director
of the SPHA.
“Those residents who have
chosen to receive their Section 8
Voucher early are overjoyed about
the opportunity they have to choose
the type of unit and the location of
where they want to live. Others
who have already located alternate
units have expressed how happy
they are with their future .home,”
added Ms. Johnson;
The Graham/Rogall development
is a high rise complex that serves
elderly, handicapped and disabled
resident who are assisted through
the public housing and the projectbased Section 8 program. There are
currently 318 occupied units in the
complex that was constructed in the
1970’s.
Recent changes in the funding
qf public housing by the US
Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD) have required
housing authorities nationwide to
look
seriously
at
each
development’s viability, because
the new HUD Guidelines require
that each housing development be
independently sustainable, Ih the
case of Graham/Rdgall, there, are
numerous problems with the
sustainability qf the aging and
obsolete structures (built in the
70’s), including the need for
extensive and expensive renovations
to bring the apartments, common
Ureas, and building systems up to
contemporary
standards
and
operational efficiencies.
Additionally, federal funding;
via HUD subsidies, has continually
been reducep for the operating
budgets of the public housing

program and for the public housing
capital improvement program
funding. Housing Authorities
across the nation are faced with
another round of across the board
federal funding cuts. Public
Housing rent subsidies will, once
again be reduced in 2007, but this
time by approximately 25% , the
largest reduction in the last 5 years.
“In real terms this means that
housing authorities are expected to
run their operations at 75% of their
financial need. It is nearly an
impossible task,” said Mr. Irions.
“The
Housing
Authority
recognizes. that the future of
Graham/Rogall and its residents
can be an emotional issue, and may
be a1 topic of discussion for some
time to come, so we are extremely
grateful for the thoughtful and
rational approach employed in
addressing tins issue by folks like
Deputy Mayor Dr. Goliath Davis
and Councilwoman Renee Flowers.
These individuals,. along with
seasoned members of the St.
Petersburg Housing: Authority’s
Board of Commissioners bring a
practical and historic perspective to
the debate, ’ added Mr. Irions.
The St. Petersburg Housing
Authority maintains a web site
(www.stpeteha.org) that will have
information posted to set the
record straight on the Graham/Rogall
sale. Graham/Rogall residents and
the general public are encouraged
to visit the SPHA web site.
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TAMPA BAY NEWS
Countywide Application Period
For 2007-08 Begins January 15

.JAMM
Looking Back At 2006
A Road Well-Traveled (Part I)

Billy Norris, bassist & Jose
Valentino-Ruiz, flautist

All of us should be looking
forward with positive anticipation
to a brand-new year. Yet we should
realize, it is also important for us to
reflect on the year that has passed.
So, let’s relax, put on our dreamcaps' and take a brief look at some
of the articles this column, brought
to you in 2006.
In the first week of January
2006, the ‘Rick Gee’s Jazz Jamm’
column began its trip forward with
talented vocalist, Michael Cerone.
“It’s All Good” was not only the
title of the story, but also of his
beautiful CD. My favorite song on
the CD is “Mary Did You Know,”
which I played continuously during
the Christmas holidays. Another
jazzy article during the month was
“Nat King Cole Reigns as Jazz
Musician” which sold in excess of
50 million records. “Remembering
Lou Rawls” served as a tribute due
to his passing earlier in the month.
It is impossible to overlook’Lou’s
outstanding humanitarian efforts,
such as his involvement with the
United Negro College Fund. His
legacy includes recording a total of
77 albums and being awarded 3
Grammy Awards.,
Also in January 2006,1 had the
pleasure to attend the Westcoast
Black Theater Troupe’s production
of Duke Ellington’s, “Sophisticated
Ladies,” a musical revue in two acts
based on the music of Duke
Ellington featuring his most famous
tunes from the infamous ‘Speak
Easy’ era of the Cotton Club. At the
end of the month, we were
introduced to a local' artist
by-way of the article, “In the
Moment with Herb Snitzer,” a
world-renown jazz photographer

Michael Cerone, vocalist

Herb Snitzer

who has photographed such jazz
legends as Louis Armstrong, Dizzy
Gillespie, Miles Davis, John:
Coltrane, and Lester Young.
The month of February 2006
started out with a youthful “bang.”'
Teenage musicians (d 7 years) Jose
Valentino-Ruiz, flute and Billy
Norris, bass were referred to in an
article as “Tampa Bay’s Young
Lions of Jazz.” They were caught in
concert at St. AnnandS Circle in
Sarasota, where they had the
audience’s feet patting and hands
clapping, as they playfully, and
innocently set the stage on fire with
their musical passion. While playing
midway through a tune, the young
men faced off with one another and
began to trade musical licks. The
audience went wild serving asfuel
for the dynamic musicians to take it
up another notch.
Towards the end of the month,
the Palladium Theater and Rick
Gee’s Jazz Jamm, Inc. promoted an
open concert as “A Deserving
Tribute for Classical & Jazz Pianist
Lillette Jenkins-Wisner.” Wisner
received the ‘Standing Ovation’
award presented to an individual
whose efforts have been outstanding
and focused on “Keeping Jazz
Alive.”
March 2006 started off with
“St. Petersburg Artist Paints
with His Camera?” Local artist
photographer, Taylor Oliver is one
of a few artists who can be. called a
Photo-Artist. Oliver paints, draws,
and designs with large, beautiful
and detailed photographs. He says
that his art stems from “the urge
to re-ignite the sense of wonder,
which is dulled by the many
necessary day-to-day demands of
our lives.”
At the end of March, we
witnessed the lovely, extremely
talented “Melba Moore Bares Her
Soul at Fundraiser.” The Grammy
and Tony Award winning singer
and , actress performed her most
outstanding, sensitive autobiographical
play with music,; “Sweet Songs of
the Soul.” Another talented woman
of the arts featured in our column
during the month appeared under

Lillette Jenkins-Wisner,
pipnist & vocalist

the. title,? “Author Vee Garcia
Lectures with a Steady Beat.” St.
Petersburg’s, Museum of History
presented Vee Garcia as guest
lecturer in the Museum’s Wine &
Cheese Lecture Series.
“Jazz In The Park Ignites
Sarasota Jazz Festival - 2006”
was the initial offering for the
month of April 2006. On the
musical program the Mike McArthur
Jazz Band played smooth-jazz,
Bobby . Tess & The Dixie Chaps
served up some Dixieland jazz,
Rose Bilal’s Jazz Group performed,
some very bluesy vocals flavored
with jazz, the Andy Jaffe Jazz
Quartet out-did themselves featuring
Jose Valentino-Ruiz playing tenor
saxophone and standing-in for
a saXophone player no-show,
culminating in the finale with Jose
on flute leading his Valentino Ruiz Latin-Jazz Band.
At the “Jazz Club of Sarasota
Presents ‘Jazz On The Bayfront,’ a
steaming hot jazz group, “Thomas
Carabasi’s Samba Jazz Quintet”
featured the legendary Kenny Drew,
Jr. on piano, Perry Childs, saxophone
and flute, Patrick Bettison, bass and
harmonica, and Alvon Griffin on
percussion. Because of the increased
popularity of Latin jazz and Salsa,
Carabasi’s group’s Brazilianmusical
offerings proved to be a timely and
musically tasty item on the Tampa
Bay jazz menu..
In Part II of ‘Looking Back at
Year 2006’ we’ll continue to reminisce
or muse over the exciting musical
happenings, as seen through the eyes
of.this correspondent. Stay tuned!

For parents who want their
child to attend a countywide magnet,
fundamental or high school career
academy program - or one of the
elementary area magnets in
Attendance Area A, the time to apply
is near. The application period for
the countywide programs and the?
Attendance Area A magnets is:,Jan.
15-Feb. 3.
Parents of first-time students of
Pinellas County Schools either
must call or visit a Family
Education and Information Center
(FEIC) to obtain an identification
number for their child. This student
I.D. number will allow parents to
apply during the countywide and/or
choice application period. Be
prepared to provide the following
information - the child’s name as it
appears on his or her legal proof of
identity, the child’s legal residential
address in Pinellas County, the
child’s grade level for August 2007
and any special services the child
requires such as English for
Speakers of Other Languages or
exceptional student education.
The FEICs are located at 1101
Marshall St., Clearwater, (727) 2982858, and 3420 Eighth Ave. S, St.
Petersburg, (727) 552-1595. Center
hours are (Glearwater) Monday,
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday 8
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and Tuesday 9 a.m.
to .4:30 p.m. and (St. Petersburg)
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and
Friday 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and
Wednesday 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Families wishing to apply to a

Mike MacArthur plays Jazz In The
Park

kindergarten program only. Parents
may apply for regular school seats
by phone during the March 5-24
choice application period. For the
latest information, visit the website
listed above or call the school at
893-2643.
Parents will be notified by Feb.
28 if their child has been accepted
into an Attendance Area A magnet
school.
Pinellas Park High School,
6305 118th Ave. N, Largo, will be
the site of the Jan. 20’Magnet/Choice
Information Fair. From 10 a.m. until
,2 p.m., the event will offer parents
the chance to meet representatives .
of magnet, fundamental and career
academy programs as well as 16
high schools, area magnets and
charter schools.
The application period for
attendance area schools is March 524. The same call-in system will be
used for that application period.
Parents who need additional
information on any facet of the
choice application process should
call an FEIC at 552-1595 or 298-2858
or visit www.pinellaschoice.org.
Discovery Nights and school
tours are scheduled Jan. 18-March
21 at the schools. The dates and
times are available in the “School
Choice Information Guide” and ait
www.pinellaschoice.org. Links to
school websites,, virtual tours,
school brochures and other
important data about schools also
can be found on the website.

USF Lecture Series Presents Rev.
Jesse Jackson At The Sun Dome

Remember to “Keep Jazz
Alive” by “Supporting Live Jazz!”

Jazz fans - do you have any
feedback? I would like to hear from
YOU! You may visit my website at:
rickgeesjazzjamm.com or email me
at JazzJamm@aolcom. You may
also mail your letters to Rick Gee’s
Jazz Jamm, c/o The Weekly
Challenger, 2500. M.L. King, Jr.
Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33705.

countywide magnet, fundamental
or high school academy program
only can apply by calling the
automated phone system at (727)
501-0871. Step-by-step instructions
on applying are in the “School Choice
Information Guide” that is available
at the FEICs, schools and on the choice
website at www.pinellaschoice.org.
The acceptance period for
countywide magnet, fundamental
and high school academy programs
is Feb. 22-28. Parents must call
(727) 501-0871 during that time to
accept a program invitation. If the
parent does not call during that
period, the application for the child
will be voided.
Six area magnet elementary
schools are available for students
living in Attendance Area A (St.
Petersburg). Families living in that
attendance area may apply for
Campbell
Park
Elementary,
Douglas Jamerson Elementary, the
Montessori Program at Gulfport
Elementary (kindergarten), James
Sanderlin Elementary, Lakewood
Elementary or Maximo Elementary
during the Jan. 15-Feb. 3
application period. A child will not
lose his or her current school
assignment if parents apply to one
of these schools. Applications only
may be made through a paper
application process. The applications
will be available soon at each
school, the FEICs and at
w ww.pinellaschoice .org.
At
Gulfport,
the
paper
application is for the Montessori

Rev. Jesse Jackson

TAMPA - The University of
South Florida’s University Lecture
Series presents Rev. Jesse Jackson
on Jan.18 at 7 p.m. at the USF Sun
Dome for an address entitled,
“Making the American Dream a
Reality.” The lecture is par) of
USF’s week-long celebration of the
life of the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr. that begins on Jan. 15.
The event is co-sponsored by USF
Multicultural Activities, the MLK
Commemorative Celebration
Committee and the Tampa Bay
Black Heritage Festival.
Jackson is the president and
founder of the Rainbow/PUSH
Coalition. He has received countless
honors including the NAACP
Spingam Award and 40 honorary
doctoral degrees, and in October,
1997 he was appointed as the
“Special Envoy of the President
and the Secretary of the State for
the Promotion of Democracy in

7:30 p.m,, Beulah Baptist Church,
Africa.”
“Rev. Jackson worked with Dr. 1006 West Cypress Street, Tampa King and was with him when he free and open to the public.
Jan. 16: - Dr. Martin Luther
was assassinated,” said Samuel
Wright, associate dean of Student King,' Jr. Celebration Kick-off £Affairs and interim coordinator 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m., USF
of Multicultural Activities.
“Our Tampa, MLK Plaza - free and open
*
students, and the community as a to the public.
MLK Candlelight Vigil with
whole, need to hear directly from
someone who has been at the center Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity - 7 to 9
of so many important moments in p.m., Marshall Center Ballroom/MLK
our country’s history. This is a great Plaza - free and open to the public.
Jan. 17: - Lecture and book
opportunity to hear more than a few
sound bites from such an important signing with Ray Arsenault, author
of “Freedom Riders: 1961 and the
figure.”
Jackson also will be the guest of Struggle for Racial Justice” - 2 to 4
honor at a special invitation-only p.m., USF TECO Room - free and
reception for student leaders before open to the public.
MLK Dialogue - 4:15 to 5:30
the lecture, which will be hosted by
Lee Roy Selrnon’s All American Grill. p.m., USF TECO Rohm - free and
“One can,’t help but admire his open to the public.
Movies on the Lawn: Spike
commitment to social change and
Lee’s “Do the Right Thing” - 9 to
young people,” said Wright.
“He continues to inspire hope 11 p.m., USF MLK Plaza - free and
and challenge others to excellence open to the public.
Jan. 18: - Student Leadership
and we trust he will have that effect
on those students fortunate enough Dinner with Rev. Jesse Jackson *by invitation only, 4:30 p.m.
to be part of this event.”
University Lecture Series
The full schedule for the 20th
Annual Rev. Dr. Martin Luther presentation: Rev. Jesse Jackson 7
to 9 p.m., Sun Dome, free and open
King, Jr. Celebration:
Jan. 15: - MLK Parade 4 12 to to the public.
2 p.m. - Downtown Tampa, parade
Jan. 19: - MLK Luncheon:
“
Having
Our Say!” - 12 to 2 p.m.
route begins at Blake High School.
Annual Dr. Martin Luther King, Marshall Center Ballroom, free and
Jr. Ethnic Feast and Interfaith open to the public, RSVP required:
Memorial Service Featuring the (813) 974-4373.
Jan. 20: - Stampede of Service
USF Gospel Choir and Jennifer
‘
07
- USF MLK Plaza - 8 a.m. to 2
Capdhart-Meningall, keynote speaker.
Feast: 4 to 5:30 p.m.; Service: 6 to p.m.s- student event.

Taylor Oliver, Photo-Artist

and Rick Gee
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STATE NEWS
Tallahassee Police Chief To Head Brand Calls For The Hiring Of More
J u venile J ustice Agency
Black Football Head Coaches

4

the black community’s concerns
about the agency, which Hill said
deals with a disproportionately
large number of black children.
But Hill said ultimately McNeil’s
qualifications in law enforcement
and abilities as a leader make him a
good choice. “I have nothing but
the utmost respect for his
leadership,” Hill said.
McNeil, 51, rose through the
ranks after beginning ? as a
Tallahassee Police Chief Walt
Tallahassee police officer in 1979.
McNeil
He has also served as vice president
of the Intematioual Association of
By: DAVID ROYSE
Police Chiefs.
Associated Press Writer
He has had a great relationship
TALLAHASSEE
(AP)
- with his officers and did an
Tallahassee Police Chief, Walt excellent job as chief, said Matt
McNeil was named by Gov. Charlie Puckett, the deputy executive
Crist to lead the state Department director of the Florida Police
of Juvenile Justice, an agency that’s Benevolent Association. “It’s a
been under fire over the death of a fantastic appointment. He’s more
teen following a confrontation with than qualified,” Puckett said.
McNeil will take over an
guards at a sheriff’s boot camp.
agency
that has been scarred in
The Republican governor
announced McNeil will take over recent years by the deaths of young
from Anthony Schembri, who had people in its custody. A year ago,
14-year-old Martin Lee Anderson
headed the agency since 2004.
McNeil is a Democrat, the died after a confrontation' with
second to be tapped by Crist to head guards at a Panama City boot camp.
a state agency. New Department of It and other camps were later shut
Children & Families Secretary, Bob down by the Legislature. Although
the camps weren’t run by DJJ, the
Butterworth is also a Democrat.
When asked whether there was agency came under fire for sending
any significance to that, Crist said it children to them for their punishment.
The .NAACP had initially
was news to him. “I didn’t ask,”
Crist said. “It really didn’t matter. threatened to picket Crist’s inaugural
ceremony because of anger over the
He’s a Floridian.”
“Excellent, excellent, excellent,” Anderson case and a perceived
was the reaction of Sen. Tony Hill, slowness in investigating it. But
p-Jacks_qnyil^theMfhairm^n of. the after the group had announced it
Legislative Black Caucus, which would protest’, several guards were
has been a vocal critic of the agency. charged in connection' with the
Hill said McNeil, who is black, case. Also, Crist agreed to meet
will have credibility and that the with NAACP leaders, and the
pick showed Crist has sensitivity to group backed away from the plan.

Crist sidestepped a question
about whether the boot camp case
played any role in his decision not
to retain Schembri, who had
expressed a desire to continue in
the job.
“I just couldn’t think of a better
person (than McNeil) to bring in,
regardless of the circumstances,”
s^id Crist, Who became governor
on Tuesday.
McNeil said he didn’t have any
preconceived notions about what
the department needed. and said
one of the first things he would be
looking for was a report from a;
citizens’ review team that is tasked
with evaluating the agency. •
, Asked about the agency’s role
in dealing with juvenile crime,
McNeil said it had to be “holistic,”
seeking to prevent crime and treat
offenders while still protecting the
public. He called prevention of
juvenile crime “the keystone,” to
the agency’s mission.
McNeil turned down an
invitation to interview for the
Nashville chief of police position in
2003, but recently had sought to
move on, applying unsuccessfully
last year to head the state police
agency, the Florida Department of
Law Enforcement.
As chief in Tallahassee, McNeil
has been in charge of about 350
officers and a $42 million budget.
“Walt McNeil is nationally
recognized as an outstanding law
enforcement administrator. Gov.
Crist made an excellent choice,”
said Scott Maddox, a Democrat
who was Tallahassee’s mayor when
McNeil was hired as police chief.
“He is respected by his officers and
by the community at large and he
made me very proud as his mayor.”

Parents Must Take Advantage
Of Opportunities
The number of Broward
students at struggling schools, who
took advantage of free tutoring
services, made available last year,
is staggering. Staggeringly low that
is. That’s a shame, and it’s good to
see that the Urban League of
Broward is working with the school
district to get the word out. So
parents and students at 47 Broward
schools that didn’t meet federal
academic standards this year should
take notice: if they want free
tutoring, it’s available. All you have
to do is act. The Broward school
district started the program last
year, paying for extra help in
reading, math and other core

subjects.
If a school doesn’t show
adequate progression on the Florida
Comprehensive Assessment Test
(FCAT) three years in a row, those
students are eligible for the free
tutoring. Last year, when the
program started, there were 30,514
Broward students eligible. Of those
students, about 250 parents asked
for the help. And eventually, all the
98 students received the free
tutoring. The Broward ' school
district and the Urban are trying to
make sure those numbers are better
this year.
Tutoring information meetings
are being held at four sites

throughout the county (you can call
the school district at 754-321-1400
or the Urban League at 954-5840777 for information). There aren’t
a lot of excuses for not taking
advantage of the program. Tutoring
sessions will be held before or after
school, either at the student’s home
or the tutoring facility, and tailored
specifically for the student. And it’s
free. When parents were informed
about the program earlier this year,
about 1,400 took the time to say
they wanted the tutoring for their
children. All they’ve got to do now
is take the time to follow through,
and get their kids the free help.

FAMU Awarded USDA Food Safety
And Agricultural Bio-Security Grant
TALLAHASSEE The
College of Engineering Sciences,
Technology
and
Agriculture
(CESTA)
at
Florida
A&M
University (FAMU) has been
awarded a grant for approximately
$200,000
by
the
USDA
Cooperative
State
Research,
Education and Extension Service
(CSREES) in support of a project
which
will
offer
a
new
undergraduate
experimental
learning opportunity in food safety
and agricultural bio-security for the
three year period, 2006-2009.
The overall goal of the project
is to establish a model capstone
internship in food safety through
which students will learn the

following: a) how state and federal
governments work together to
address new and emerging food
safety issues; b) how scientific
research and technology is used to
prevent and control such issues and
c) application of food safety
policies and practices to improve
technologies related to food and
agricultural production,, storage,
processing
and
marketing
management.
The project is also designed to
help increase the number of
minority graduates in food science,
by providing financial assistance,
research mentoring, and tutoring to
qualified students. Implementation
of a summer workshop in food

£

safety for teachers will serve to
provide middle and high school
instructors
with
pertinent
information to disseminate and
encourage students to enroll in the
food science program at FAMU/
CESTA. Collaborators, of the
project are the Florida Department
of Health, and the Food Technology
and Safety Laboratory, Agricultural
Research Service, USDA.
The project director will be Dr.
Verian Thomas, associate dean for
Academic Programs, CESTA.
For more information contact
Dr. Thomas ns (850) 599-3383 or
Email: veriam chomasOfamu.edu.

NCAA president, Myles Brand
ORLANDO (AP) - NCAA
president, Myles Brand asked
member schools to offer more
opportunities to minorities when
hiring coaches and administrators
and wants them to do a better job
of educating athletes about
sportsmanship.
Speaking at the opening of the
NCAA’s annual convention, Brand
admonished Football Bowl
Subdivision - formerly Division I-A
- schools for not aggressively
pursuing black football coaches.

Only seven of the 119 programs
have black head coaches.
“We’re not anywhere close to
where we need to be in football,”
Brand said. “I’m encouraged that
coaches of color are appearing as
finalists for positions, but seven out
of 119, that’s just too darned low.”
Brand a 1s q d e c1 a r e d
sportsmanship a key issues for the
three-day convention that ends
Monday. The brawl between Miami
and Florida International players
during a football, game in October
was the focal .point of Brand’s
discussion on the topic.
The NCAA president took issue
with critics who thought school
officials,
particularly
Miami
president Donna Shalala, were too
tepid in meting out punishment.
“By and large, the focus was on
what we are doing to punish the
students instead of what are we
doing to educate them on
sportsmanship,” Brand said. “Their
actions were wrong, but we’ve got
to do a better job of educating them
on what is expected from them with
regard to sportsmanship.”

Brand also weighed in on the
unchecked growth in athletic
budgets at colleges, noting that over
the past decade only six institutions
consistently have had budget
Surpluses at the end of the year.- He
cited the rapidly escalating salaries
of football coaches as an example
of spending sprees by universities.
“We have to start asking some
hard questions at this point,”
Brand said. “Is it appropriate for
institutions of higher learning to
invest ,this much in a football
coach?”
The Football Bowl Subdivision
did vote to override a piece of
legislation passed just a year ago
that allowed students who. had
graduated academically, but still
had athletic eligibility left, to
transfer without having to sit out a
year. The rule applied to the top
football division, men’s and
women’s basketball and men’s ice
hockey. Though only 25 athletes
took advantage of it, some schools
thought it turned athletes who
graduated early into free agents for
other schools to recruit.

African American Photographers
Needed Nationwide

Gordon Parks was a groundbreaking
African-American photographer and
film director. He is best remembered
for his photo essays for Life magazine
and as the director of the 1971 film
Shaft.

JACKSONVILLE
(BlackNews.com) - Since African
Americans are more likely than any
other race to start a home business,
an effort is being made to
encourage African Americans to

become freelance photographers.
In recent years, the photography
industry has seen a major recovery.
This is due to a sharp increase in
photo opportunities that have coine
into existence. For example, online
stock photography, e-commerce
catalogs, and ebay photo listings
have all changed the industry.
In addition, magazines and real
estate firms are now finding it more
logical and economical to hire
freelance photographers that live in
various cities, opposed to having
in-house photographers.
Many are attracted to the1
opportunity because it’s fairly easy
and inexpensive to get started. The
hardest part is finding the clients
who. need you, but sites like
www.photohomebiz.com show you
how to do thig.

One great benefit is that most
people already own digital cameras
that are sufficient enough to do the
job.
Although
many' freelance
photographers work part-time,
there are full-time opportunities
available. Often, it’s a matter of
location and marketing strategies
on your behalf.
Gordon Parks, who recently died,
was a talented black photographer
who paved the way for African
Americans , to follow his career
path. He started out as a freelance
photographer, and later become
widely knoWn for his photo essays
in Life magazine.
For more details about
starting a home business as a
freelance photographer, visit:
www.photohomebiz-.com. -

Senate Talk By Frederica S. Wilson
The Alliance for Aging was
designed by the State of Florida in
1989 as the Area Agency on Aging
for Miami-Dade and Monroe
counties. It belongs to a nationwide
network of over 650 area agencies
on aging. As an Area Agency on
Aging, the alliance is charged with
the responsibility of serving as the
focal point to which elders, their
Caregivers and the general public
can turn for information, referral,
assistance and answers related to
aging issues.*
It is governed by a volunteer
board of directors and advised by a
volunteer advisory council. The
activities of the Alliance are funded
by federal, state and local grants, as
well as private donations and
endowments. It provides a range
of services in the homes and
communities of seniors through a
network of local service agencies.
There are 454,999 residents age
60 or older residing in Miami-Dade
and Monroe counties.' There- are
approximately 110,192 elders who
are low-income or near lowincome. Of the 454,999 residents
age 60 or older in Miami-Dade and
Monroe counties, 347,182 or 76.3
percent are minority.

The Alliance for Aging provides
over $6Q million in grants to
underwrite services for the 455 ,000
elderly residents in Miami-Dade
and Monroe counties. The services
offered through these contracts
include congregate and home
delivered meals, a wide variety of
supportive services offered through
community centers or provided to
the homebound in their primary
residence, legal assistance and
transportation, as well as support,
training, education, counseling, and
respite for caregivers including
grandparents raising grandchildren.
The Alliance is also home to the
Elder Helpline for Miami-Dade and
Monroe counties, where anyone
can call for information, referral or
assistance ' related to seniors and
caregivers. The Elder Helpline
serves as the point of entry for
federal and state funded programs
that provide comprehensive care at
home to the frail elderly. For more
information or services call 305670-HELP.
Of the programs administered
directly by the alliance with the aid
of community volunteers, three
deserve special mention: 1) Serving
the Health Insurance Needs of

Elders (SHINE) offers free health
insurance counseling, information
and assistance; 2) the Health and
Wellness Program allows healthcare
providers to partner with the
Alliance to offer information and
education about different health
related topics; and 3) the Emergency
Home Energy Assistance for the
Elderly Program (EHEAEP) provides
elderly persons experiencing an
energy crisis with financial aid by
paying cut off notices (up to $ 400)
or providing commodities like fans,
heaters or blankets.
Other responsibilities and
activities of the agency include
advocacy, education and planning.
It also coordinates the Coalition to
Prevent Adult Abuse.
The Alliance hosts special events
during theyear to help, supplement
needed funds in support of agency
activities. The annual board of
directors installation and awards
luncheon is held in January and the
annual gold classic takes place in
May. ,
For more information-about the
Alliance for Aging call 305-6706500 or visit their website at
www.allianceofaging.org.
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NATIONAL NEWS
Wachovia Agrees To Three-Year
Corporate Partnership With NABA

Wachovia Corporation CFO Tom Wurtz
(right) presents NABA Executive
Director Darryl R. Matthews, Sr., with a
$100,000 check at the organization's
annual Charlotte chapter membership
reception.

Green belt,
MD
(BlackNews.com) - Wachovia
Corporation recently agreed to a
three-year corporate partnership
to help support and enhance the
ongoing initiatives of the
National Association of Black
Accountants, Inc (NABA).
“Wachovia is extremely proud
to be a corporate partner with
NABA,” says Wachovia CFO
Tom Wurtz. “This contribution is
consistent with our commitment
to building a diverse organization,
and we trust that our funding along with our other outreach supports NABA’s mission of
addressing the career development
and professional needs of its
membership throughout the
United States.”
Wachovia has been recognized
for its commitment to workplace
diversity and inclusion by various
organizations and publications,
among them:

* 100 Best Companies
(Working Mother magazine, 11th
consecutive year)
* Top 50 Companies for
Diversity (Diversity, Inc magazine,
fourth consecutive year)
* Best Companies for Diversity
(Black Enterprise)
* Tied for first place among
financial services companies on the
NAACP’s Economic Reciprocity
scorecard (measures corporate
commitment to diversity)
* Score of 100 on the Human
Rights Campaign’s Corporate
Diversity Index
* Council of State
Administrators of Vocational
Rehabilitation’s Inaugural
Leadership Award (for commitment
to employing people with
disabilities)
* 100 Best Corporations in
North America for Developing
Human Capital (Training magazine,
fifth consecutive year)
, “Diversity at Wachovia is, a
business imperative,” Wurtz adds.
“Aligning with our customer
base, engaging our communities,,
and attracting and retaining
talented people are critical to our
success. Wachovia is committed
to creating an environment where
the people who work with
Wachovia and( the people who do
business with , Wachovia are
treated fairly and with respect,
regardless of differences.”
In helping Wachovia increase
its diversity, recruiting, NABA
counts many long-term, loyal
members among the company’s
employee ranks. “Being a part of
NABA has been a valuable and

rewarding experience for me,”
says Mike Taylor, Vice President
and Manager of Fixed Assets
at Wachovia. “NABA has
provided a number of leadership
opportunities that have carried
over to my career. I’ve been a
chapter president and member of
* the Board of Directors, and I’ve
recruited at both the national
convention and regional
conferences for the past 15
years.”
“Wachovia’s financial support
will be essential to our future
programming. and
strategic
initiatives, and it demonstrates a
true commitment to diversity,”
says NABA Executive Director,
Darryl R. Matthews, Sr. “The
support of our corporate partners
■makes it possible to provide
career advancement Opportunities
for members like Mike Taylor hearing that type of feedback
, from .our members lets us know
we’re positively impacting. not
just the accounting and financial
services industries, but individual
lives as well.”

The National Association of
Black Accountants, Inc. is one
of the premier professional
organizations in the nation.
NABA represents the interests of
more than 100,000 people of
color in furtherance of their
educational, professional, and
career goals in the related fields
of accounting, consulting, finance
and information technology.
For more information, visit
www.nabainc.org

Tom Joyner Partners With Black
Churches To Raise Money For
New Orleans’ Black Colleges

Radio host Tom Joyner

DALLAS,TX (BlackNews.com)
- Nationally syndicated morning
radio host Tom Joyner has called
upon black churches around the
country to donate at least one of
their Sunday ’collections on
January 14, 2007 to help rebuild
the three major black colleges in
New Orleans.
Joyner has chosen the
Sunday during the celebration of
the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King,
Jr.’s birthday as the day he is
encouraging pastors around the
country to join him, Bishop Paul
Morton and Bishop Eddie Long
to help with the Tom Joyner
Foundation’s “Rebuilding through
Education” Initiative, which
Joyner kicked off on December
8th. Donations to the Foundation
for this project can be made at
BlackAmericaWeb.com
(www.blackamericaweb .com/site
.aspx/foundation/rebuilding).
Joyner has set out to raise at
least $1 million in January to assist
Dillard University, Southern

*

University of New Orleans and
Xavier University, which are still
recovering from the damages
caused by Hurricane Katrina in
August, 2005.
“We all need to stand together
and make sure we take care of
our own,” said Joyner, whose Tom
Joyner Foundation has raised
more than $55 million to help keep
students in historically black
colleges and universities (HBCUs).
“Everybody sees the New Orleans
Saints play their game at the
Super Dome and think all is well
in the city. Well, I know and
anyone who lives here or goes to
school or teaches at any of these
schools knows there’s still so
much work to be done.”
Bishop Eddie Long, who
serves as senior pastor of New
Birth Missionary Baptist Church
with more than 25,000 members,
said, “Fixing the devastating
effects of Hurricane Katrina is
marathon and not a sprint. As we
continue to run this race for our
brothers and sisters whose lives
were forever changed, may we
not forget their struggle and their
loss. I am honored to partner with
Tom Joyner and others around
this nation as we address the
needs our HBCUs in the Gulf
Coast area and ensure their longlasting legacies of producing our
future leaders.”
“On Sunday, January 14th we
will be taking up a special offering
to provide financial assistance
to the rebuilding of our great
institutions of higher learning,”
added Bishop Long. “Dillard
University, Southern University at

New Orleans and Xavier University
need Us now more than ever and
we are truly blessed to be a
blessing to the students, faculty
and staff of these great schools.”
Bishop Morton of the Greater
St. Stephen Full Gospel Baptist
Church New Orleans/Atlanta'
shared his concern about his
church’s commitment to the New
Orleans’ schools. “I am elated to
partner with the Tom Joyner
Foundation in this important
initiative,” he said. “We have a
responsibility to the city of New
Orleans and to these great
institutions to assist them jn their
rebuilding efforts. We can
‘change a generation’ by
empowering great minds through
education.”
Dillard, Xavier and Southern
University of New Orleans’
campuses’ are at varying stages
of rebuilding and recovery while
moving forward with their mission
to educate their students. In August,
2005, Joyner’s foundation raised
more than $1,5 million to provide
$1,000 scholarships to students
from the New Orleans HBCUs
who had to transfer to other
schools while the city was under
water. In addition, each school
has also received an additional
$100,000 over the past year.
Since 1998, the Tom Joyner
Foundation has raised more than
$55 million helping more than
14,000 students, at Historically
Black Colleges and Universities
(HBCUs). The Foundation’s sole
mission is to help keep students
in.school so they can complete
their education.

A

Urban Leaders Issue Call To
Action On Wal-Mart In Advance
Of Martin Luther King, Jr. Day
LOS
ANGELES,
CA
(BlackNews.com) - One week before
the nation observes Martin Luther
King, Jr. Day, religious, political, civil ’
rights, and business leaders held a
national telepress conference in which
they called on the world’s largest
retailer to create good jobs and become
a responsible community partner.
In conjunction with the press
conference, two statements from
more than 100 urban leaders across the
country were released - one demanding
that Wal-Mart and its CEO, Lee Scott
change their approach to urban
communities, the other calling on
elected officials to enact policies that
encourage the creation of good jobs in
urban America.
A new report was also released
today by the Los Angeles Alliance for
a New Economy (LAANE) and the
Partnership for Working Families.
“Wal-Mart and Beyond: The Battle
for
Good
Jobs
and
Strong
Communities in Urban America”
documents the extensive negative
impacts of Wal-Mart and offers a
series of strategies both to hold WalMart
and
other
companies
accountable, and to create good jobs
in urban neighborhoods.
“Wal-Mart has positioned itself
squarely in the path of workers and
communities seeking to realize Dr.
King’s dream of civil and economic
equality,” said Tracy Gray-Barkan,
Director of Retail Policy at LAANE
and author of the report. “But it’s not
enough to criticize Wal-Mart - urban
communities must come together
around a new vision for economic,
development and empowerment.”
The leaders participating in
today’s press conference, citing Dr.
King’s emphatic commitment to
economic justice, called upon WalMart to abandon its public relations
offensive and begin to address the real
needs of urban communities,
including living wage jobs, affordable
health benefits, support for minority-

owned businesses and a meaningful
role in decisions over large-scale
economic development projects. “It is
time for Wal-Mart to stop paying lip
service to King’s legacy, and start to
truly honor the vision of justice that
he advanced,” said Van Jones,
Executive Director of the EJla Baker
Center for Human Rights in Oakland.
Today’s call to action comes as
Wal-Mart continues its aggressive
attempts to expand into urban markets
around the country. The retail giant
has met' with stiff resistance in
Chicago, Los Angeles, New York and
many other cities, where communities
have formed broad coalitions to fight
for good jobs and a voice over the
economic development decisions that
affect them.
Wal-Mart employees earn 20
percent less than what the average
retail worker earns, and over $10,000
less than what the average two-person
family needs to meet its basic needs,
The company enrolls fewer than half
of its employees in its costly health
insurance plan, compared to 67 percent
for the average large employer. As a
reisult, taxpayers end up subsidizing
health care for the company’s
workers. In California alone, taxpayers
pay $32 million annually in medical
care for Wal-Mart employees.
Despite a growing chorus of
criticism, Wal-Mart has moved
recently to reduce the number of full
time jobs, establish wage caps on
hourly jobs and institute scheduling
rules in an effort to weed out older
employees and employees with
family responsibilities.
Several- of the press conference
participants challenged the argument
voiced by Wal-Mart and its supporters
that the retailer should be embraced
by urban communities with high
unemployment. “Top often, we hear
that for our communities, any job is a
good job,” said Rev. Lennox
Yearwood, CEO of the Hip Hop
Caucus in Washington, D.C. “We

reject the idea that minority
communities should settle for lowpaying jobs without a future.”
California State Senator, Gil
Cedillo who represents Los Angeles,
noted Wal-Mart’s penetration into
Latino as well as African American
communities and said that the
company’s low prices come at too
high a cost. “In order for our
communities to achieve the American
Dream, we need more than povertywage jobs. We need economic
development that meets the real needs
of our communities - good jobs that
allow working people to support their
families and provide better lives for
their children.”
Cedillo and other speakers made
clear that while Wal-Mart must make
fundamental changes, responsibility
for creating good jobs in urban
neighborhoods also lies with public
officials.* “We encourage elected
officials throughout the country to join
us in holding Wal-Mart accountable
and for them to pledge to establish
policies across urban America that
promote good jobs and healthy
communities,” said Adrianne Shropshire,
Executive Director of New York Jobs
with Justice.
Urban leaders encouraged Wal-Mart
to change its approach, warning that the
company may ultimately lose the battle
to establish a permanent presence in
urban America unless dramatic steps
are taken.
“Many communities across the
country now see Wal-Mart as a
symbol of corporate disregard for the
American
values
of fairness,
responsibility and respect,” said Rev.
Eric Lee, Executive Director of the
Southern
Christian
Leadership
Conference in Los Angeles. “As we
celebrate the life and legacy of Dr.
Martin Luther King’s birth, we call on
Wal-Mart and its CEO, Lee Scott to
lead the way in eradicating poverty
rather than perpetuating it.”

Minority Graduate Resource
Encourages Under-Represented
Groups to Seek Degrees
CHESTER, PA - Minority
students unaware of the graduate
opportunities available to them now
have a place to go for help and
information.
GradPortal.org, a directory of
graduate programs originally started
through a FIPSE grant and now run by
Educational Directories Unlimited, the
leading online provider of higher
education information, is the first
website to offer advice for minority
graduate students by minority graduate
students.
This GradPortal.org
Mentoring Channel is available at
http://www.gradportal .org/mentoringchannel.
Current graduate students are using
the site to detail their experiences as
part of a graduate program and an
under-represented group via an
interactive Web log, or blog. The goal
is to show others in similar situations
that completing a graduate degree is
possible, and that they can and should
attempt it.
. ;
“The most recent statistic from the
U.S. Department of Education states
that only 17% of all graduate degrees
are awarded to minority students,’’.says
Mark Shay, CEO of Educational
Directories Unlimited. “The main
reason for this is because under
represented students are unaware of the
opportunities, both academically and

financially, that are available to them,
and don’t have a positive force urging
them forward.”
GradPortal.org aims to enlighten
these students and show them that they
are not only capable of getting into a
great graduate program, but that they
can receive financial aid, fellowships
and scholarships to help them afford it.
The students on the mentoring channel
will share their stories with future
students in an attempt to inspire them
to pursue a degree.
The first two GradPortal.org
bloggers are Jason Rivera, a Ph.D
candidate and McNair Scholar in
Social Psychology at Claremont
Graduate University, and Cathryn
Blue, ’ a
Ph.D
candidate
in
Experimental Psychology at St. Louis
University.
As- a resident assistant, Rivera has
experience offering advice to graduate
students. He also had a hard time
deciding whether to attend graduate
school at all, and looks forward to
sharing his story with others going
through the same process.
“When I first considered graduate
school, I had a hard time making the
appropriate decisions,” he says. “I
hope this blog will give future students
a resource to make their process easier
than mine.”
He goes on to say, “As a resident

A

assistant, I learned that it was never
helpful to simply give the answers, but
far better to give students the ability to
understand their options so that they
could make the choice themselves,
while modeling the behavior all along
the way.” He plans to use this method
in his blog, letting readers learn from
him instead of just telling them what to
do.
Blue also has a great deal of
experience mentoring people, both
through a program called SOJOURN,
which is organized through the
department of African American
Studies at SLU, and Nia Kuumba, a,
Catholic-based program focusing on
the empowerment of African American
women in the St. Louis community.
Blue says, “It is important for
potential grad students to know what’s
going on in current grad students’
minds. I wish I had something like this
when I was an undergrad.” She adds
that she feels she can learn as much
from the readers as they can learn from
her.
GradPortal.org offers the only
directory of graduate school programs
and funding options focused on under
represented groups. Anyone can use
the site for free, and anyone can
respond to the two bloggers to ask
them questions or give them advice .
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OBITUARIES
------ FINAL RITES-------

Catherine
Jackson

Leonard Charles
Lewis, Sr.

Ryan
Walter

Bom on October 13,
1918 in Boston, Georgia to
the late Henry and Lolita
Randall, Catherine Jackson
departed this life on
December 26,2006.
She leaves behind, five
sons, Elder Michael Jackson,
Pastor Richard Jackson,
and Terry Jackson, all of
St. Petersburg, Deacon
Raymond Jackson, Jr. of
Panama City, Fla., and
Henry Jackson of Urbana,
Ill.; a daughter, Viola
Daniels, two brothers,
Dennis Randall and Willie
Randall of St. Petersburg; a
sister, Daisy Griffin of St.
Petersburg; goddaughters;
grandchildren; great
grandchildren; great-greatgrandchildren; and a host
of other loving relatives
and friends.

Bom on September 4,
1931 in Donalsonville, GA
to the late Ike Lewis
and Pearlie Mae Jones,
Leonard Charles Lewis, Sr.
passed away -on December
28,2006.
He leaves behind, his
wife Catherine Lewis of
St. Petersburg; four sons,
Leonard C. Lewis, Jr., Gary
Lewis and Kenneth Lewis,
all of St. Petersburg, and
Dwayne Lewis of NY; five
daughters, Lincja Edwards,
Mary Macon, Vonda Lewis,
Lenora Sims, and LaJuan
Lewis all of St. Petersburg;
a brother, Jesse Lewis of
St. Petersburg; a sister, Inez
Walker of Miami; several
stepbrothers and stepsisters;
28 grandchildren; 13 great
grandchildren; and a host
of other relatives and friends.

Bom in East Orange,
NJ, Ryan Walter of St.
Petersburg departed this
life on December 30,
2006.
i Survivors left to
mourn include his wife of
32 years, Rebecca of
Prince George; two sons,
Lawrence of California,
and Chad of Prince
George; a daughter, Jamie
Cordona of Prince George;
and three grandchildren,
Rafael David Cordona of
Hopewell, Va., Anthony
and Kemara Ryan, both
of California; and a host
of other loving relatives
and friends.
-Creal Funeral Home

- McRae Funeral Home

-Smith Funeral Home

Harold L. Pearson, Sr., Broward
County Educator, Deceased At 72

Harold L. Pearson, Sr.

Westside Gazette
Harold “Dicky” Pearson, son of
the late Susie Pearson and Amos
Jones, was born on February 18,
1934 in Lake City, Florida. He
received his high school education
at Richardson High School class of
1952 and graduated from Southern
University in Baton Rouge, Louisiana

ememierimy
On January
30, Martin Luther
King Jr.’s queen,
Coretta ScottKing, passed

away at age
78 in Rosarito
Beach, Mexico
where she had
been receiving
alternative
treatment for ovarian cancer. Following
the assassination of her husband, ScottKing raised their four children and kept
his legacy of fighting for equality alive.
She founded the King Center in 1968
and fought for the King Day national
holiday.

LOLA M. SPEIGHTS

Middle, Hollywood Hills High and
Lauderdale Lakes Middle School.
He retired in March of 1999, after
completing 30 years of dedicated
service impacting the lives of
students and teachers alike.
' In Fort Lauderdale, Harold
was a restaurateur, active in the
Southern University Quarterback
Club and many other organizations.
Additionally, he was a devoted
member of First Baptist Church
Piney Grove for over 37 years.
On Dec. 26,2006 as family and
friends surrounded him, God called
home Harold “Tipintina” “Dickey”
Pearson to rest. He leaves to cherish
his memory, his wife Bernice Pearson;
his four sons; Harold Pearson, Jr.,
Prince Pearson (Evangeline),
Malcolm Pearson, and Frederick
Johnson (Janice); and a host of
cousins, other relatives and friends.

in 1957. Harold was drafted into the
United States Army, where he
achieved rank as a Military Police
Officer and served with the C.I.D.
(Counter Intelligence of the 226
M.P. Co.)
Harold moved to Georgia in
1962 to accept the Athletic Director,
Head Football and Basketball
Coaching positions at Ethel Kight
High School in LaGrange, Georgia.
It was at Ethel Kight, that Harold
and the Red Devils won three State
championships in football and three
in basketball.
As a middle school administrator,
Harold was considered a member
of the “Magnificent Seven,” a team
of black American administrators
who were influential in integrating
the Broward County School system.
He served as an administrator at
Rogers Middle School, Parkway

Gordon Parks

March 18,1923 - January 15,1996
Deep in our hearts there is a picture more precious than gold or silver,
Whose memory will never grow old. Her memory is a beautiful keepsake
with which we will never ever part. God has her in his keeping and we have

her in our hearts.

The Speights/ McIntyre Family

so SMITH oa

FUNERAL HOME & CREMATION SERVICE
------ SERVING ALL FAITHS SINCE 1987 —

’

Affordable Services with Dignity...
Anchored in Integrity..,
has established us, as a loader in the funeral industury.
Consider us first for all of your funeral Arrangements.
Standard and Premier Funeral Packages
personalized to your family needs.

died at his
Manhattan home
on March 7 at
age 93. Parks
was the first
African American to i work as a staff
photographer for Life magazine and
with 1969’s “The Learning Tree,”
became the first African American to
produce and direct a major Hollywood
film. Parks’ work also included the cult
classics “Shaft” and “Shaft’s Big Score!”,

Musician
Wilson Pickett,

64,, died of a
reported heart
attack on January
19. Pickett’s songs
included “In the
Midnight Hour,”
“Mustang Sally”
and “Don’t Let
the Green Grass Fool You.” He was
inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of
Fame in 1991. Pickett also wrote songs
for Aerosmith, the Grateful Dead,
Hootie & The Blowfish, The Rolling
Stones; and Bruce Springsteen.

of the legendary
group The Pointer
Sisters lost her
battle with cancer
on April 11;
she was 52. The
Oakland-born
singer and her
sisters, Anita and
Bonnie, performed
across the globe, becoming household
names with hits such as “He’s So Shy,”
"Slow Hand,” “I’m So Excited,” “Jump
(for My Love) ” and “Neutron Dance.”
Pointer also enjoyed a solo career,
releasing albums on her own in 1983
and 1989.

“It’s all taken care of”
These were the words that
brought calm to me when my
family member passed away.
She had already taken care
of her funeral and burial
expenses three years ago.
We just placed one call to
McRae Funeral Home and
found out that not only was
the funeral paid for — it was
at prices that were in effect
at the time she made the ,
arrangements. What a
savings - What a peace of
mind.

;727-894-2266 / Fax 821-8728
<1534 18th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, EL 33705

Burial Spaces

$890
Pre-need
Interest-free
financing

available

11801-U.S. 19 N.
Clearwater, FL

727-572-4355

Robert
Earl
’Jones, the 96-year-

old father of James
Earl Jones, died on
September 7_ The
elder Jones was an
actor as well. His
most notable role
came in 1973, starring with.Robert
Redford in “The Sting.” His most
famous role came in 1973's The Sting, in
which he played an older con man
alongside Robert Redford. He also
appeared in “The Cotton Club,”
“Trading Places,” and “Witness.”

Earl Woods,
Sr., the father and

mentor of young
golf legend Tiger
Woods died on
May 3 after a long
battle with prostate
cancer. Woods, a
former Green
Beret, was often
criticized for
placing a great deal of pressure on his son
to learn the sport and excel in it.
The Woods laughed all the way to the
bank, with Tiger being one of the highest
paid golfers in history. Earl penned several
books including “Training a Tiger: A
Father’s Guide to Raising a Winner in
Both Golf and Life,” “Playing Through:
Straight Talk on Hard Work, Big Dreams
and Adventures with Tiger,” and “Start
Something: You Can Make a Difference.”

MORNING GLORY FUNERAL
CHAPEL OF ST. PETERSBURG
Free Caskets for Veterans
and Families
'Affordable and

Compassionate
24 hour service

3301 5th Avenue South
St. Petersburg

(727) 323-8132
Financing Available

Creal Funeral
Home
1940 7th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida

(727) 896-2602

So that your funeral is fully funded and won’t be a financial burden
on your family, contact McRae Funeral Home today and discuss
how you can guarantee the future price at today’s cost.

Senv&ty tdc crwwutttittp dietce 1950
State Approved Pre-Funeral

“Upholding a tradition of service from our family to yours"
Helping families to honor their loved ones in a truly personal way

T
I

2006

fyfeOfuM

Ruth Pointer

Legendary
filmmaker and
photographer

, CALVARY
CATHOLIC
CEMETERY

McRae Funeral Home
1940 Martin Luther King Jr. Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33705
(727) 895-6005

Arrangement Plan

Burial Service • Funeral Service
Cremation Service • Shipping Service
Robert Creal, Sr., LFD
James Caldwell, LFD
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RELIGIOUS NEWS
-------------------CHURCH EVENTS LISTING -------------------NEW PHILADELPHIA
COMMUNITY CHURCH

BETHEL AFRICAN M.E.
CHURCH

NEW HOPE MISSIONARY
BAPTIST CHURCH

PENTECOSTAL TEMPLE
COGIC

“Long Live the King’s Dream”

Men of Vision

A weekend in honor of Dr. Martin Luther King,
Jr.’s memory will be observed at New Philadelphia.
Commencing on Saturday, a workshop on “Kingian
Non-Violence” will take place from 9:00 a.m. - 3:00
p.m., at the Carter G. Woodson Historical Museum in
Jordan Park. Members of church family and friends
are invited to attend.
Mid-morning worship will focus on the life of Dr.
King. Proclamation will juxtapose his life of
servanthood alongside Jesus the Christ, our Lord and
Savior. Historical references to King’s life and times
will be shared for benefit of young adults, youth, and
children. Church family is encouraged to he present. .
On Monday, the annual “MLK Salad Festival” will
be held following the King-Day parade. Church family
will prepare and serve-soups ‘n salads in honor of Dr.
King’s memory This event is open to the public.
There is no charge and no donation will be taken.
Church family pays homage to Verdya Dennard
Robinson, Dr. Kha Phrances Dennard, and Barbara
Dennard Bolden who started this event 16 years ago.

The Bethel AME family invites you to worship
with us on Sunday, January 14, 2007. Our morning
begins with Sunday School at 9:00 a.m. Morning
Service begins at 11:00 a.m. Join us as we praise and
lift up the name of Jesus.
The steps of a good man are ordered by the Lord
according to the Holy Word. On Sunday, January 21, at
the Jl:00 a.m. worship service, Bethel African
Methodist Episcopal church invites you to hear four
good and Godly men.
The local Lay Organization has planned its second
annual Men of Vision program and encourages the
community to participate in this great occasion. Our
four Speakers vary in age and experience, coming from
all walks of life. They will gladly share how the Lord
is a very present help in their lives.
The first speaker is Andrew Wright, II, a former
Ebony Scholar, a 2002 graduate of Gibbs High School
and a 2006 graduate from Florida State University.
Andrew is pursuing his master’s degree in Information
Technology and has recently accepted a position in
Kansas City, Missouri as a Systems Engineer.
The second speaker is Reuben Hepburn, a native of
Miami and a Florida A&M graduate. Mr. Hepburn is
currently an assistant principal over the 9th Grade
Success Community at Northeast High School.
Additionally, Mr. Hepburn is an active member of St.
John Primitive Baptist Church in Clearwater, Florida.
Our third speaker, Mr. John Dennis, resides in St.
Petersburg. Mr. Dennis is a member of New Jerusalem
Missionary Baptist Church .where he serves on the
Deacon-Board and is chairman of the Evangelist
Outreach Ministry. He is a long distance truck driver
and as such gets to see all parts of the world and
interact with many diverse children of God.
Our fourth and final speaker who will bring
everything together is Pastor Jimmie B. Keel who is a
noted preacher, community activist, and public
administrator. He is known for his ardent study of the
Word and zealous delivery of God’s message.
The New Jerusalem Missionary Baptist Church
Male Chorus will be our guest choir.
This promises to be a richly uplifting service full of
praise for the Lord’s blessings. Please plan now to join us.
Bethel African Methodist Episcopal Church is
temporarily worshipping at Albright United Methodist
Church, 2750 5th Avenue North, St. Petersburg, 33713.

‘‘ONE BODY, ONE SPIRIT, ONE HOPE”
Reverend Carlos L, Senior, Pastor

Pastor William E. Anderson and the members of
Pentecostal Temple are always glad to greet guests and
visitors. The congregation is greatly blessed as the
praise and worship sets the stage for the Presence of
God and promotes an atmosphere of expectation for
the ministry of the Word of God.
The Daughters in Ministry have already begun the
New Year with an inspirational push. Their “W.A.L.K.
of Faith Shoe Rally” was a great success. Missionary
Gussie Jackson was the coordinator for the event. Four
dynamic speakers gave exhortations bn the W.A.L.K.
(an acronym for Word, Armor, Love and Kindness):
Missionary Merl McDonald - Word; Elder Ronald
Brown of Reach The Unreach COGIC - Armor;
Missionary Gloria Wesley - Love; and Elder Lawrence
Range of Emmanuel Christian Fellowship - Kindness.
Each speaker did an excellent job! The anointing of the
Lord was present; and Missionary Jafekqulyne
Anderson sealed the Word of God with words of
encouragement and a heartfelt prayer.
We invite you to join us on Sunday, January 21st at
4:00 p.m. for our upcoming 5th Annual Women’s Day
Service. We are expecting the Lord to move in our
midst in a mighty way! Our theme for this year is
“Holy Women Richly Rewarded by the Lord?’ Guest
speaker for this event is Evangelist Diane Green of
Tallahassee, Florida. Evangelist Green has helped to
change the lives of many through the ministry of the
Word of God and her work as chaplain in the Gadsden
Correctional Facility. We will also be blessed with
other guest participants from throughout the city,
dynamic praise and worship; and choral selections
lifted up to the Most High God. Come expecting a
glorious time in the awesome Presence of God. You
won’t be disappointed! Pentecostal Temple is located
at 2230 22nd Street South in St. Petersburg. Elder
William E. Anderson is the pastor.

BETHEL
METROPOLITAN
BAPTIST CHURCH
Bethel Metropolitan Baptist Church in “Lifting
Psalms to the Most High God of Heaven throughout
2007” extends an invitation to communicate God’s
Word at 10:00 a.m. service on Sunday, Sunday School
at 9:00 a.m., Bible Study and Teen Summit on
Wednesday evening, at 7:00 p.m. We also encourage the
community to make use of our Prayer Line. (321-9645)
The Youth Ministry, in partnership with the
Evangelism Ministry, has taken on the task of helping
the homeless in St. Petersburg. They are collecting
hems, such as blankets, pull-tab opening panned
goods, and twice a month they will go out and give
items, hope and comfort to the homeless.
Glasses for those persons who have registered for
the first semester of The Faith Bible Institute, (FBI)
begins Monday, January 22,2007,6:30 p.m. to 9:15 p.m.,
and will continue in session each Monday.

ST. MARK MISSIONARY
BAPTIST CHURCH
The St. Mark Missionary Baptist Church, under the
leadership of its dynamic, spirited, man of God, the
Reverend Brian Kenneth Brown, its official staff of
Deacons and Trustees, and the entire congregation of
St. Mark, extend to the community at large, its wishes
that there would be an overflowing of God’s blessings
upon their lives. St. Mark is grounded in a Christcentered doctrine that has as its central theme, a belief
that we are a haven of hope, help, and healing for a
world hungering for and thirsting after the enlightened
Word of God. At St. Mark, we are Christians willing
to work and partner in unity, praising God for His
awesome gift, His son Jesus Christ.

Women’s Bible Study @ 9:30 a.m.
Pastor’s Aid Meeting @ 11:00 a.m.
Deaconess Meeting @ 11:30 a.m.
Junior women Membership
Drive/Fellowship @ 7:30 p.m.
Special guest will be Sis. Katrease
McCarther, South Florida
Progressive Baptist Association
Junior women’s President.

Jan. 15

Martin Luther King, Jr. Day (Church
Office Closed)

Jani 18

Church Outing to True Light M.B.
Church @ 7:30 p.m.

Jan. 26 & 27

General Mission Evangelism
Workshop
Friday 7-9 p.m. & Saturday 8:30 a.m.
-2:00p.m.

Jan. 28

Usher Board #1 Fellowship at 4:00 p.m.
Weekly Worship Services:

Early morning worship

7:00 a.m.

(First Sunday Only)
Sunday School

9:30 a.m.

Morning Worship

10:45 a.m.

Baptist Training Union

5:00 p.m.

UPCOMING EVENTS

January 14 .......Installation of 2007 Officers
January 19 - 20 . . .Youth Jump-off Weekend
MIDWEEK P.U.S.H.
(Prayer, Understanding & Spiritual Healing)

Bible Study will be held on Wednesday evening at
7:00 p’.m. Join us in learning more about becoming
better Christians.
Prayer Band is held on Thursday. , mornings at
11:00. Effectual, fervent prayers of the righteous
availeth much. Come let’s praise God together.availeth
much. Come let’s praise God together.

“God is the perfect Judge, and He can declare the
guilty perfect.”

Pastors Corner

Living A Balanced Life
fruits of our labor. In my travels
abroad, a descendent of Germany
said to me, “Americans live to
work but Europeans work to
live.” We need to adapt to their
way of thinking and living.

The Gift
By: YOLONDA REED
Westside Gazette

If everything in life were judged by
appearances alone,
What a forlorn place this world would be.

By constantly focusing on the things we cannot
change,
We neglect our true worth and sabotage all that
we COULD be
For something we will never be.

The month of January...
Jan. 13

The New Hope family invites you to worship with
us Sunday morning at 7:45 for Early Morning Sfervice.
Reverend Brian K. Brown, Pastor of St. Mark
Missionary Baptist Church will serve the Bread of
Life. Join us as we lift up the name of Jesus.- Sunday
School begins at 9:00 a.m, with classes available for
the entire family.
Worship continues at 10:30 a.m. with the New
Hope Male Chorus leading the congregation ip praise.
The Music team consists of Michael McKenny,
Vernard McKenny, Marcus Childs, and Corey Givens.
The guest pastor for this service is Reverend T. D.
Leonard, pastor of Mt. Tabor Missionary Baptist
Church of Tampa. We will be delighted to have you
worship with us!
The New Hope family asks the community to
continue to join us as we pray for a speedy recovery for
our Esteemed Pastor, Reverend Carlos L. Senior.

Have you ever admired a beautifully wrapped
gift so much
That you simply placed it on a shelf,
Gazing fondly at the intricate craftsmanship of
the gift wrap
Without wondering what’s inside?
No, I didn’t think so!
Because in the end, it’s never about the gift
wrap It’s all about the GIFT!

The Family That

Keeping balanced is resting
with God. Even God took a

Pastor Kathleen
Williams
It’s a New Year, a new
season and a new day. We’ve
made our resolutions, set goals
and promised to live by them.
However in meeting these
goals and resolutions we must
maintain a balanced life.
Where can a balanced life
be found? In the Word of God

- Matthew 6:33, Seeking God
on a daily basis can bring
balance for our lives. The Word
of God says, “Therefore we
ought to give the more earnest
heed to the things which we
have heard, lest at anytime we
should let them slip.” We
cannot allow ourselves to drift
away from the Spirit Of Truth
into the spirit of error. What we
do every day of our lives
requires balance. Whether we’re
sleeping, cleaning, eating or
working, everything requires
balance. We can sleep too much
and become too tired to move,
or dean too much and people
are afraid to walk on floors or
sit in our chairs . We as a people
work all the time but do not
have time to enjoy the abundant,
life that God intended for us.
God expects us to enjoy the

day off after creating the world
in six days, He expects us to do
the same found in Hebrews 4:3-4.
Believing God’s Word honors
him; therefore we can enter into
his rest and gain peace.. Getting
out of balance causes the scales
of our lives to tilt as if we were
weighing meat. When we get
out of balance and out of
God’s rest, there’s no peace, we
become frustrated, aggravated
and down right mean. Our
equilibrium appears to be way
off. To determine if we are not
resting in God, take a look at our
situations and circumstances
we’ve gotten ourselves into by
living a balanced life.
There are reason^ behind
being balanced; it brings safety.

Living the way God wants us to
be is found in Matthew 6:24;
we cannot serve God and
mammon too. Being tempted to
live worldly lives gives an open
door to the adversary who
implores us to gain wealth and
riches; forgetting that it is God
who gives us the power to
become wealthy. The adversaty
makes us believe that we are
suppose to be poverty stricken
or workaholics, eat as much as
we want and live a pompous
life. What we hear from the
Word, we must obey with the
Word.

What do we gain from a

balanced life? Wisdom - Satan
is roaming around seeking
whom he can devour. He can
only devour those whose minds
and hearts are not into seeking
God or obeying His Words.
Every thing must be done in
moderation and not excessiveness.
Our work habits can cause our
relationships to go south of the
border. We need to balance our
work schedule in a way that we
can spend quality time with our
love ones. Our eating habits can
cause us to become obese,
anorexic, and diabetic or have
hypertension. Due to our
improper diet the doctor places
us on strict diets and we have ;
no other choice but to eat
balanced meals. Satan seeks to
destroy everything that God has
planned for us and he does it
through the open door of an
imbalanced life. We must get
on a strict spiritual diet by
reading the Word daily, praying
and seeking. God’s counsel and
remember the teaching and
preaching we hear on Sundays.
We should not allow going to
church be in vain. Be,
determined to get in balance.
Let’s keep our bodies in a
harmonious position, watch our
course of actions and seek God
in everything that we desire to
do. May God bless all of us to
begin living a balanced life that
we can live out his Word in
John 10:10b, “He came that we
might have life and have it
more abundantly.”

With love, the church
family of ALDM.
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PROGRAMS
OFFERED

St. Petersburg Theological Seminary

■ I

Student Orientation

Bachelors of Arts

Tuesday January 9, 2007, 5:00pm - 8:00pm
Mirror Lake Lyceum- Downtown St. Petersburg

Masters of Divinity

■»

gj

7.37 3rd Avenue North St. Petersburg, FL 33701
Masters of Arts

Start How to Earn Your
- Baehelors or Masters
■
Degree

Masters of Science

Education

Classes Begin
January
' 2007

|
|

IS!

Biblical Studies
Judaic Studies
Counseling
Ministry
Missiology & Evangelism

Accredited fay the Transnational Association of Christian Colleges and Schools (TRACS),
member of the American Council on Education of the Association of Christian Schools In
ternational and of the American Association of Christian Counselors,

Doctorate of Ministry
Certificates Also Available

Saiijt «Johi| Prinjltive Baptist Church

Greater St. Paul Missionary
Baptist Church

Elder Benjamin Adams, Jr., Senior Pastor

532 33rd Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL

955 - 20th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Phone: 894-4311

Sunday School ......... ...................... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship .... 6 p.m. ;
Baptist Training Union 5 p.m.
Tuesday Night
General Bible Study
Thursday Night Prayer Meeting
& Teachers Meeting

www.mzprogressive.org
Sunday, School: 9:00 a.m.

Worship Service: 8:00 a.m. • 10:00 a.m.
Wednesday, Prayer Meeting: 7:00-8:00 p.m.
Wednesday, Bible Study: 8:00-9:00 p.m.

Rev. Clyde Williams

Pastor Louis M.
Murphy, Sr.

(Adult and Youth)

We

Well, Come to the House Of God.

Wednesday 7:30 p.m.
Bible Stjudy

912

.9:45 ajn.
11:00 a.m.

3rd Avenue North- St. Petersburg, FL 33705

Breakfast Ministry.................Sunday 8:00 aim.
Church School ...............................9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship. ... . ..........
10:30 a.m.
Bible Study........................Tuesday 7:00 p.m.
Youth Church ............... Mon.& Wed 5:30 p.m.

Wednesday Bible Study* -7:00 p.m:

Friday Prayer; -7:00 p.m.

Mondays - 7:30 p.m:

Intercessory Prayer - 9:00 a.m.

(except Wednesdays) ■

Praise & Worship Joy Night

Sabbath School
Praise & Worship Service
Church: 813-248-1907

Victory Christian Center is a Word of Faith Church. For more

Christian Center, please call (727) 321-0911

3403 N. 34th Street

“There’s A Place For YOU in the AME Church’

*Nursery and Youth Services Available ’

Walking

The,

in

Sunday

promiseD Vision

Morning Worship

3200 Fifth Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

10:45 a.m.

(727) 327-1373

Feed The Homeless

rnfmarvest

Early Morning Worship ...................... .7:30 a.m.

'2:00 p.m.

W o r s hi p Cen ter

Wednesday

.9:30 a.m.

Sunday School.................................... ..

Bible Study

4682 40th Avenue North
................................................................... .11:00 a.m.

St. Petersburg, FL

Wednesday Bible Study & Prayer Meeting ............. .7:00 p.m.

i'll
Rev. Norris L.
Martin; Sr. - Pastor

Friday Prayer Meeting........................................................ .11:00 a.m.

“Come Take Dominion Over Your Life Now”

Come "Worsdif with us...
Sunday ’Worsfiip Services
8 a.m., io aim., 5 p.m.
9:10 a.m. - Righteous Rap

Pastor Maceo and
Tamika McGriff

4016 - 12th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33711

Life Changing Ministries
of the World
900 Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Street South

7:00 p.m.

33714

Logon:

(727) 374-1864
www.abundant-harvest.org

www.travelwiththech tirch .com
(to book your travel engagements)

“VVaCldng in The (PromisecC Vision-

“Raising A Standard For God’s People In God’s Church”

Dominion Worship Ministries

Reverend & Mrs.;
Jimmie B. Keel

information about the other services and ministries at Victory

Tampa, FL 33.605

Morning Worship

.7:00 pm

Bethel1894@knology.net

ST. JOHN MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
! ■'

-

(727) 822-2089

10:30 am

Claude S. Williams, Pastor

BISHOP JOHNNY WILLIAMS and
wife, LADY CALQUETTA WILLIAMS

Church School
Mid-Morning

Elder Benjamin
Adams, Jr.,
Senior Pastor

Bethel African Methodist Episcopal Church

Sunday Worship*

Visit, our website: www.fiouseofyoiftampa.com

Sunday Available for Service
Pastor Johnny L. Williams, Jr.'

8:00 a.m.

Theme: “Movers of the Christ Purpose”

Schedule of Services

mil first-time visitors will receive a complimentary
, DVD of our weekly saklatk service.

Sabbath Evening 1:30 p.m.

-

wwwivictorychristianceiitefchurch.org

The House of God

Sabbath Morning 10:30 a.m.

welcome you at all times.

3012 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg Fla. 33712
(727)321-0911

Looking for
a good church with a Pentecostal atmosphere'.

Daughters of Zion Women's Ministry -

Early Morning

Mid-week Family Night Bible Study

Victory Christian Center Church

Sabbath Observer?

Sabbath Every Friday 7:30 p.m.

Scheduled Services:

Edifying], the Church; Evangelizing the Community (Acts 1:4-8)

Are you a

'

Church address: 1002 Palmetto Street, Clearwater, FL 3375.5
Mailing address: P.O. Box 1235, Clearwater, FL 33755 .
Church Phone: (727) 443-1861 • Fax: (727) 443-043 F
Email: sjpbc@tampabay.rr.com
Radio dial: 1340 AM 11:30 am - 1:30 pm
Radio internet: tantalk 1340.com

First Baptist
Institutional Church

- St. Petersburg; FL 33 701-4705
727-278-6868 • lcmow04@yahoo.cdm

(727) 321-8574

3144 Third Avenue South

’

,

St. Petersburg, EL

Phono: 323-7518

Monday

Schedule of Services

7:00 p.m. -- Corporate Prayer

Sunday.

Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 00 a.m.

Christian Education ..... . .10:30 a m.

Monday, Wednesday,
Saturday

Worship Service......................... 11:30 a.m.
Young People’s Union............ 6:00 p.m.

6:00 a.m. - Corporate Prayer

Evening Service........................ .7:30 p.m.

’Wednesday RibCe Study

Tfiesday

' 12 noon, 7:30p.m.

Bible Study ................................ .7:30 p.m.

‘T'hursday
7:00 p.m. - Music & the ftrts

Pastor & Lady Doyle P. Scott, Sr.
Partners in Ministry

“Son of Man, I Make Thee a Watchman ”

Ezekiel 3:17

Apostle/Prophet:
Michael D. Long
Pronhetess-

Evelyn R. Long

5%?. Clive Primitive baptist Church
tEJder ffoeeph &. Stfm,

Paster,

“& Peculiar People Persuaded to Perform "Sis

Purpose^

3001 18th Avenue South » Saint Petersburg, Florida, 33712

Come Worship With
the First Baptist Family

Phone: (727) 327-9904 • Fax: (727) 322-0409

Wayne G.
Thompson, Pastor

Church School - 9:30 AM® Morning Worship - 11:00 AM
Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting & BibleStudy - 7:00PM

John 10:10b "He came that they might have life and have>it more

ABUNDANTLY”
ABUNDANT LIFE DELIVERANCE MINISTRIES, INC.
1917 BARCELONA WAY SO.
ST. PETERSBURG, FL 33712
(727) 867-2804

*

PLACE
YOUR CHURCH
AD TODAY!

Sunday - Worship & Fellowship Services
10:30 a.m.
Tuesday - Health, Nutrition & Exercise
7:00 p.m.
Thursday - Bible Study Youth & Adults
6:30 p.m.

Worshipping at: Boyd Hill Environmental Studies
2900 31st St. So.

“\\heregi||iilure *s greater Ilian our past’*

, ’ 'I

I

PLACE
YOUR CHURCH
AD TODAY!

*■

H
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BETHEL METROPOLITAN BAPTIST CHURCH

Greater Mt. Zion African Methodist
Episcopal Church

Friendship

3455 - 26th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33711

Missionary Baptist
Church

Telephone (727) 327-0554 • Fax (727) 327-0240

919 - 20th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
email: mchurchl@tampabay.rr.com
Website: www.greatermtzioname.org

3300 31st Street South

E-mail: bchurch5@tampabay.rr.com

St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 906-8300

www.bmmbc.org

Dr. John A. Evans,

www.fmbctheship.org

Sunday Worship Services

8:00 a.m. • 11:00 a.m.

Sunday School

9:30a.m.

’

Prayer Meeting (Wednesday) ' 7:00 p.m.
7:30p.m.

BibleStudy

Pastor

Sunday................ 7:45 AM and 11 AM Worship
Sunday School...........................jJ9:30 AM
Wednesday.............. Noonday Bible Study and
Bread of Life; 7 PM Prayer and Bible Study
Thursday..................... 7 PM Youth Enrichment

Rev. Clarence Williams,
. Pastor

Early Morning Worship ......... ....... .7:30 a.m.
Sunday School ............................................ :. .9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship .................... .11:00 a.m.
Monday - Bible Study . ....................... .. . . . . .6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
? ,
'
,
Vintage Bible Study .... .11:00 a.m. - 12 noon
Prayer Service.................................... ............... .6:00 p.m.
Mid-Week Service
......... ,7:00 p.m.
All Male Bible Study, Thursday ..................... 6:30 p.m.

Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday • 8:30 a.m.)Tape Ministry • Bus Ministry
"Serving and Saving," "Helping and Healing,"
"Inspiring and Instructing," "Praying and Praising."
j

“God’s House In The City”

Rev. Rickey L. Houston

Pentecostal Tcipplc Church of God ip Christ

Church Of

(727) 894-6764 • (727) 865-1520

Elder William
E. Anderson,
Pastor

Christ
820 20th Street South

Sunday School

9:30 a.m.

St. Petersburg, FL

Morning Worship ,

11:00 a.m.

Prayer & Bible Study

Wednesday

7:30 p.m.

Intercessory Prayer

Saturday

5:45 a.m.

Home: 896-8006

Sunday School.,......... ..................................9:30 a,m.
Morning Worship........ ........................ ..........11:00 ajn.

Wednesday Night Bible Study......... .........7:30 pan.

Pastor

The church where what God’s word teaches is practiced!

1301 -37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL
(727) 321-6631 • www.stmarkch.org

1732 9th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 896-4356

Schedule of Services
Church School ............... ......................... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship........... ................... .... .10:45 a.m.
Baptist Training Union .............. 5:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
Thursday 9:30 a.m. & 7:00 p.m.

Elder A.P. Conage, Pastor
9:00 A.M. - Tuesday Prayer
7:00 P.M. - Wednesday Bible Study

PRflYfR

NEW HOPE MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
2120 - 19th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Freewill

Sunday Services:

900 - 16th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, Florida 33705

Church School ................... 9:00 a.m.
Praise & Worship Service...... 10:30 a.m.

Office (727) 895-4900 • Fax (727) 895-4990

TowfR
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Christ

Elder Clarence Welch, Pastor ■
Elder Carson Skinner, Assistant Pastor
1137 37th Street South
Saint Petersburg, FL 33711
(727) 321-0670

(727) 896-5228

Baptist Church

Services

Wednesday Services:

Sunday

Midweek P.U.S.H.

Sunday Morning Service 8:00 a.m.

(Prayer Meetitig/Bible Study) .. 7:00 p.m.

Sunday Mid-Morning 11:00 a.m.
Rev. Carlos Senior,
Pastor

Wednesday Prayer Meeting, Bible Study 7:00 p.m.

Tuesday

Communion is observed quarterly the first Sunday after every 5th Sunday.

(ttammixmtv
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Ebenezer New Testament
Church of God

OZhixi*ch

“Winning Souls and Making Disciples"

The Reverend Don A. Gaskin, Pastor

3931 Central Avenue
St Petersburg Florida 33713
(727)321-8989
Ebenezernteog@yahoo.com
www.ebenezerntcog.org

P.O. Box 15935 • St. Petersburg, FL 33733

Wisdom School 9:50 AM

• Morning

Worship 10:30 AM

Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 PM (Wed.)

SUNDAY I

The Reverend Aaron V. Gaskin ................................................ • Associate Pastor
Finance Ministry....................................... ............. ........................ James Robinson
Children & Youth Ministry . ... ........................................................Joyce Robinson
Clerk Ministry
..................... Wyvonnia McGee

Sunday School

|1 |10:00 a.m.

Divine Worship

... 11:15 ajn.

*) r inellas

(727) 866-1184

at

Hope of Glory Church
“Where God's Love Is Radiated and Christ Is Elevated! ”

Pinellas Community Church is a culturally

3940 - 18th AVENUE SOUTH

St. Petersburg, Florida
Telephone: 727-327-0015 • Fax: 727-327-0021

SAI I BUM

Discover HOPE ’

David Allen Jr., Pastor

Bible Study (for all ages) - 7:30 pan.

THE ROCK OF JESUS IS LOCATED AT:

7:00 pjn.

Harvest Crusade

P. M. Service (2nd & 4th Sunday) - 5:30 pan.
Morning Prayer - 9:30 to 10:30 a.m.
Prayer Service - 7:30 pjn.

Church School: ........................... 9:15 a.m. 10:00a.m.
Devotion:...................................... 10:00 a.m. 10:20a.m.
Praise and Worship:...................10:20 a.m. 10:30a.m.
Morning Worship Service: .............................. 10:30 a.m.
Bible Study each Tuesday: ..............................6:30 p.m.
Van service is available by calling: (727) 327-0015

School of Leaders
|7:00 pjn.
FRIDAY BI

“A Church With Passion for God and Compassion for People”

1 Sunday School - 10:30 a.m.
A. M. Service -11:30 a.m.
YPWW (1st & 3rd Sunday) - 5:30 p.m.
P.M. Service (1st & 3rd Sunday) - 6:3(1 pjn.

The Rock of Jesus Missionary Baptist Church

EveniBjService
6:00 p.m.
W
WEDNESDAjj

Youth Nite

5501 31st Street South
St. Petersburg

Wednesday
Thursday

“One Body, One Spirit, One Hope”

The Church Where Everyone is Welcome

'

Rev. Brian K.

“Creating a Q-Caven of /Hope, Q-CeCp, and QdeaCing foor Christ”

YPWW First and Third Sunday of each month after Morning Service

C

Wednesday Everting Prayers............... .....6:30 pan.

ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

Church Of God In Christ

M
F
W
B

St. Petersburg, FL 33705

Bro. Robert Smith

Queen Street

Macedonia

207 - 10th Street North

Sunday Morning Bible Class . .......... 9:Ut) a.m.
' Sunday Morning Worship ..... . . . .10:30 a.m.
Ladies Bible Class Monday . , . . . . .7:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening Worship . . . .......... 5:00 p.m.
Monday Evening Bible Class . ,. . . .7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class .. .7:00 p.m.

‘“A church working togetherfor the uphuihhing of (god’s kingdom”

8:00 A.M. - Sunday Service
9:30 A.M. - Sunday School
11:00 A.M. - Morning Service

10th Street Church Of God

(727) 898-9407

9:00 a.m.

Sunday

Morning Glory

IB

20th Street

2230 - 22nd Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Need a tape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393
"The church with a heart in the heart of the city"

7:00 p.m.

Pastors:
Bishop Ed Nelson &
Rev. Sharon Nelson

Rev. Frank W.
Peterman, Jr.

Office Hours: Monday thru Thursday

Pastor

9:00 aan. - 5:00 p.m.

THE NEW LATTER DAY
DELIVERANCE MINISTRIES, INC.
800 49th STREET SOUTH
ST. PETERSBURG, FL
PHONE: (727) 642-9839

The Old Landmark Cathedral
Church Of God In Christ
Superintendent Mitchell L. Bryant, Pastor
4201- 6^ Street] South

St. Petersburg, FL 33705
Phone: 727/898-8616 • Fax: 727/502-9843

“Grace and Peace Be Unto You from the Old Landmark Church Family”

WORSHIP SERVICES:

diverse church working to build a community

TUESDAY NIGHT @ 7:30 p.m. - BIBLE STUDY

of real people making a difference.

Schedule of Services

>

FRIDAY NIGHT @ 7:30 p.m. - PRAISE & WORSHIP
Sunday School - 9:30 a.m. ?

Service Times: Sunday 9:30 ajn. & 11:15 am.

SUNDAY SCHOOL @ 10:00 a.m.

1 ’ Suhday Morning Worship - 11 a.jp. «
Wednesday Night Bible Study - 7:30 p.m

SUNDAY WORSHIP CELEBRATION @ 11:30 a.m.

Noo,n Day Prayer -’Daily at.12 noon

■ nursery & children’s ministries at all services
■ casual, contemporary, relevant

Sundays @ 10:30am

www.PinellasChurch.org

Worshipping at: 5995 M.L. King, Jr. Street South
(Qn the campus of Lakewood United Methodist Church)

For more information contact the church office at; 727-867-1900

Word of God Broadcast
Watch Pastor Thompson
Sunday Night 7:30 p.m. Brighthouse
Channel 95

“A

Supt. Mitchell L. Bryant and
Lady Danita B. Bryant .

Church of Ordinary People Serving
on Extraordinary God!”

MLK CELEBRATION
THE

PAI LADIUM

Emancipation Celebration Installation Of
NAACP Officers And Executive Board

injanuary

► Hair, The American Tribal Love/Rodc Musical
Friday, January 12,7:30 pm
Saturday, January 13,7:30pm
Sunday, January 14,2:30 pm MATINEE
Tickets $18

► CANCELLED
Meet the Composers: Encore Series Fundraiser
Thursday, January 11,7:30 pm
$50 Donation to the Palladium

► Side Door Jazz: Brazil and Beyond
Phil Picdotti and the Nate NajarTrio
Thursday, January 18,7:30 pm, $20

► American Songbook Series:
Fever —A Peggy Lee Celebration

Front Row: April Hornsleth, Lydia Brown, Ida B. Wells, Norman Brown, Trenia Cox, Pat Spenser, Terry
Cox. Second Row: Herb Snitzer, Mrs. Joanne Rainey, Ruth Johnson. Back Row: Darrin Miller, Wanda
Stewart, Shabazz Rogers, Edward Yawn, Paul Hornsleth, Harry Harvey.

Paul Wilbom and the Blue Roses
Featuring: Liz Hollister-Gordon & Denise Moore
Friday, January 19,7:30 pm, $20

► Encore Concert #1:
Florida Orchestra Chamber Players
Tuesday, January 23,7:30 pm, $12—$20

► Side Door Jazz: Michael Royal
Sponsored by the AI Downing Tampa Bay Jazz Assn.
Thursday, January 25,7:30 pm, $20

b WMNF and the Palladium Theater Present
Claire Lynch Band with Jack Williams
Friday, January 26,7:30 pm, $18

► Florida Orchestra Chamber Orchestra
Mozart, Haydn & Beethoven
Saturday, January 27,8:00 pm, $25

Box Office 727.822.3590 www.mypalladium.org
media sponsor

253 Fifth Avenue North St. Petersburg, FL 33701
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Scripture by Pastor Ellis Hodges,
World of Life Fellowship. The
retiring President of the NAACP,
On January 1, 2007, over 150 Trenia Byrd Cox, then reflected on
people - young and old - gathered her 18 months in office, remarking
at Mt. Zion Progressive Missionary on the needs of the. community,
Baptist Church to celebrate the successes and failures.'
She was strong in her remarks ,
signing of the Emancipation
Proclamation by President Abraham offering tentative solutions. She
Lincoln and to witness the installation shall move into the position of 3rd
of the new officers of The St. Vice-President and will continue
Petersburg Branch of The NAACP. to point out our failures as well as
At the last minute I was asked our successes.
The Installation of newly
to emcee the event as Elder Martin
Rainey, the newly elected 1st elected officers and members of
Vice-President of the NAACP, the Executive Board was then
was hospitalized and unable to conducted by Ms. Pat Spencef,
Director, Area IX Florida State
attend the festivities.
The morning’s events started Conference, NAACP. (Norman
with a rousing song by the Choir of Brown, President; Elder Martin
the church; the invocation spoken Rainey, 1st Vice-President; Harry
by Father John Tapp, pastor of Harvery, Second Vice-President;
Holy Family Catholic Church; Trenia Byrd Cox, Third Vicefollowed by a reading from President; and Shabazz Rogers,

By: HERB SNITZER
St. Petersburg Branch, NAACP

SPONSORS Gos & Frances Stavros, Hough Family Foundation, Mark & Marianne Mahaffey,.
Progress Energy, RBCBain Rauscher, Sembler Company, Syhovus B$nk, Tech Data, St Petersburg Times

Additional Parking at Synovus Bank 333 3rd Street North

Secretary). It was a dramatic
moment marking the NAACP as
the oldest Civil Rights organization
in the United States arid each officer
and member of the Executive
Board’ take their roles seriously in
the fight for equal, social and
racial justice. The fight is far from
over and membership is our
strength. We ask all to consider
joining us in our struggle.
The Emancipation Proclamation
was then read by Youth Council
NAACP member, Mr. Darrin
Miller. He is one of a number of
Africari-American youth who will
become part of the future of the
NAACP; young people who
understand that those who came
before > have enabled them to
travel, study and to work wherever
their talents take them.
The overall theme of the
morning was: Emancipation - The

Then! The Now! and The Future!
The Then was addressed by Pastor
Clarence Williams, Mt. Zion
A.M.E. Church; The Now, by
Apostle Sheila D. Griffin, Esq.,
Pastor Founder, Pastor of Fortress
Of Faith Int’l; and finally and
dramatically, the Future was put
forth by Pastor Louis Murphy of
Mt. Zion PMB Church, his home
church. All three religious figures
brought the audience to their
collective feet upon their
respective presentations.
The closing remarks, presented
by the newly elected NAACP
President, Norman Brown, addressed
all the issues that we in the NAACP
face on an almost daily basis:
racial and social discrimination,
violence in the black ctimmunity,
educating scores of black children,
and affordable housing.
As the NAACP Legal Defense
fund has stated, “If you think the
struggle is over, think again ” We,
in the St. Petersburg Branch
' NAACP totally agree and we are
committed to seeing that the
march to freedom will not be
stopped. This past summer, the
Congress of The United States
extended the Voting Rights Act for
another 25 years - a good start but
in time we believe that a Voting
Rights Act to protect minorities
will be a thing of the past. There
is no Voting Rights Act for white
people, there should be none for
all others.
We in the NAACP welcome
your support and participation.
Join us: (727) 898-3310. We are
located at 1501 16th Street South,
St. Petersburg, FL 33705.

Midtown Health
Council
Sponsors FREE
Caregivers Conference
THE NEW 1590 AM WRXB
SERVING THE COMMUNITIES
FOR OVER 3 DECADES AND
STILL GOING STRONG!
• 'The best gospel music in Tampa bay that will lift ypur spirits. Tune in daily from

Pictured are members of the Midtown Health Council

6 a.m. - 1 p.m.

Caregivers Conference Planning Committee

PdEMS IN THE KEY OF TRUTH:
A Personal Tribute To Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.

• Midday cafe plays today’s R&B and classic soul music from yesterday 1 p.m. - 7 p.m.

By: ROSALIE PECK
• Party blues & oldies as we walk you back down memory lane listening to your

favorite music.' 7 p.m - 10 p.m.
•The Bedtime mix with Intimate sessions is music that is nice, slow and easy.

10 p.m. - 12 p.m.
• The very best jazz for your listening pleasure! Every Sunday from 6 p.m. - 8 p.m.

The Midtown Health Council, under the
auspices of the Allegany Franciscan
Ministries, is sponsoring a FREE
Caregivers Conference, to be held:

Freedom Ain’t Never Been Free
Emancipation Proclamation freed the slaves I know.
But only freedom of the mind can free your soul.

Like the pride in the eyes when a black girl smiles
And it’s no fad that her man wears a ‘fro.

Where:

For Marketing and Promotions

The Hospice of the
Florida Suncoast

email: ddwrxb@yahoo.com

Black is beautiful

White is beautiful

Contact Donza Drummond

at (727) 821-9947

.

Yellow is beautiful
And so is red.

Address:

3050 1st Ave. S.
St. Petersburg, FL

So it ain’t worth a damn
Screamin’ blackness to impress.

Request Line (727) 864-1600
Office (727) 327-WRXB (9792)

When:

2060 1 st Avenue North

Time:

St.

PETERSBURG, FL

33713

Saturday, January 20 ‘07

You got to feel it
Inside yo’ head.

9:00 a.m. -1:30 p.m.

Threshold: First Book-of Poetry
by Rosalie Peck © 2001, All rights reserved.
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Goodwill And RSVP Bring MLK’s
Story To Head Start Classrooms
ST. PETERSBURG Volunteer readers from Goodwill’s
BookWorks and RSVP (Retired
arid Senior Volunteer Program)
will commemorate Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr.’s birthday by
sharing his story with preschool
children throughout Pinellas
County on Friday, Jan. 12.
Beginning at 10 am., volunteers
will read “Happy Birthday, Martin
Luther King” to 3 and 4-year-olds
at Head Start centers and connect
the story , to equality in America
and around the World. They will
give each child a personalized
Goodwill BookWorks storybook
to take home.
“What better way to remember
Dr. King’s birthday than to spend
time with our future; children.”

helping people achieve their full
potential through the dignity and
power of work.

said RSVP director Betty Hayward.
“Goodwill is excited to
participate ih honoring Dr. King
and proud that our BookWorks
program can support his dream
by putting books intb the hands
of-children who need them most,”
said Goodwill Community
Relations Coordinator Jinnie Kerdi.
About Goodwill’s BookWorks:
An early childhood literacy
program, Goodwill’s BookWorks
reaches out to children whose
home environment may not include
books and reading. Volunteers
read to groups of low-income
children and present each child
with a personalized book to take
home. Because literacy is linked
to later employability, BookWorks
supports Goodwill’s mission of

About RSVP: Established in
1971, RSVP is part of a national
organization called Senior Corps.
It connects people 55 years or older
to the needs of their community by
referring volunteers to nonprofit
organizations and government
agencies. RSVP is federally funded
by the Corporation for National
and Community Service and
locally sponsored by the Pinellas
Opportunity Council. Currently,
RSVP has more than 1,200 senior
volunteers serving more than 140
organizations in Pinellas County,
including Goodwill.
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Board of
County Commissioners

Ronnie E, Duncan
Robert B. Stewart
Calvin D. Harris
Susan Latvala
John Morroni
Karen Williams Seel
Kenneth T, Welch
Affirmative Action
Committee

Paul Alexander
Peggy Balakier
Deborah Clark
Ken Burke
David Demers
. Calvin D. Harris
Dave Libby
Diane Nelson
Jim Coats
Jim Smith
Stephen M. Spratt
B. Clifford Williams, 111

Pinedas,
County

OFFICE OF
HUMAN RIGHTS

Welcome Home
Affordable Goodwill Apartments
One and two-bedroom apartments in beautifully maintained buildings
HUD-subsidized rent • Barrier-free for wheelchair access
Experienced, caring Goodwill management
On-tsite Goodwill Service Coordinators

Freedom Village I

Freedom Village II

7700 66th St. N., Pinellas Park

5002 S. Bridge St, Tampa

(727) 541-6620

(813) 831-6988

Office of Human Rights, Pinellas County, Florida

Freedom Village ill

400 South Fort Harrison, 5th floor ♦Clearwater, Florida 33756

1167 Turner St., Glearwater
(727) 443-6799

(727) 464-4880 ♦ FAX (727) 464-4157 ♦ Text Phone (727) 464-4062

For adults who have disabilities and limited income

Leon W. Russell, Human Rights/EEO Officer
Heritage Oaks of Palm Harbor

Heritage Oaks of Ocaia

2351 Alderman Rd., Palm Harbor
(727) 787-0792

2820 S. W. 34th St., Ocala
(352) 854-1515

For people 62 and older who have disabilities or limited income

Mercedes Pearson
Ronisha Taylor
Carol Tresca

Income limits apply for housing availability.

Goodwill
EJ~1
Inc.
Industries-Suncoast,

EBSSffl

Elizabeth Mauck
Oliver Melvin
Nicolas Rivera-Ruiz
Alana Lewis

Mark Esparza
Antonia Babski
Lisa Postell

www.goodwlll-suncoastorg
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■

■
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THERE’S A REASON TO READ THE WEEKLY CHALLENGER!
Subscription Cost:

$15.00 - 6 Months (or) $30

Yearly

New York Gty Here We Come

Name:

family Resources Youth Arts Corps "QUILTS"

Address:

City/S tate/Zip:

e #: _ ____ _

Subscription: ___________

(or)

Renewal: -----------------------—

Date:
Amount Paid: $__________________

Cash--------------------

Check

Comments:
Make Checks Payable to: The Weekly Challenger

Mail this form & payment to: The Weekly Challenger Office: 2500 M.L. King Jr. Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33705
(727) 896-2922 • Fax (727) 823-2568

Pinellas County
Urban League
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Empowering Communities.
Changing Lives.

The Pinellas County Urban League works
each day to make Dr. Martin Luther King’s
Dream a reality in this community.
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Honoring the legacy of the late
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.

PINELLAS COUNTY SHERIFF’S OFFICE

“Since 1999, St. Petersburg NHS has helped almost
500 families achieve their dreams of homeownership
and helped dozens of existing homeowners preserve
their most valuable asset - their home.
“Now you can help
Board members,
employees
(including our dad),

partners and supporters

of the

St. Petersburg NHS
NeighborWorks®
Homeownership
Center

The Pinellas County Sheriff’s Office is a'progressive, technologically advanced
agency geared to meet the needs of the area’s diverse population. As a recognized
leader in providing comprehensive Law Enforcement and Corrections programs, the
more than 2900 specialized members provide solid, proven service to the
community.
If you feel you should be part of this shining team, reach for Florida’s brightest
star, the Pinellas County Sheriff’s Office. Call (727) 582-6208 website:

www.co.pinellas.fl.us/sheriff/pcso.htm. EEO/ADA

magnet/choice

help at Least

500 more families
realize their dream
by 2010.”

Information Fair

SATURDAY, JAN. 20, 2007, FROM 10 A.M.-2 P.M.
Pinellas Park High School
6305 118th Ave. N, Largo

■SF
Featuring Pinellas County Schools

Strengthening neighborhoods and creating lifelong homeowners...
one family at a time.

• All 16 attendance area high schools
• Magnet schools/programs

• Fundamental schools

• Career academies
• Choice attendance area schools

“We provide in one location all the services and training a customer
needs to shop for, purchase, rehabilitate, insure and maintain a home.
Our customers include renters, first-time homebuyers and homeowners
in need of refinancing or affordable loans for renovations and repairs.”

ASKIA MUHAMMAD AQUIL, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

To find out what you can do, visit our website at wwwjstpetenhs.org, call our office at
(727) 821-6897 or stop by 1600 Dr. Martin L. King Jr. Street South in St. Petersburg.
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The NAACP Clearwater
Upper Pinellas Branch
&
co-sponsor
City of Clearwater

Imrite Yqm T© Aitencl;
23rd Annual Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
Leadership Breakfast
Date: January 15,2007
Time: 7:30 a.m,
Place: North Greenwood Aquatic Recreation Complex
900 MLK, Jr. Avenue
Clearwater, FI 33755
Speaker. Rev. Ronald Williams, Paster
Mt Olive A,M.E. Church ‘
Clearwater, Florida
Donation (at the door): |4.00 Adults
$2.50 Children under'8

March and Rally
•Ccachmnan Park

. GfearwatersFI
Keynote Speaker:
Hoswafele James Peridns, J
Mayor of Selma, Alabama

■r
IhHI

• Charter schools' '
Pick up brochures and meet school
representatives.

Jan. 15-Feb. 3,2007

March 5-24,2007

Application period for magnet, fundamental
and career academy programs

Application period for
attendance area schools

Family Education and Information Centers
North County (727) 298-2858 • South County (727) 552-1595

Bertha M. Kelley, Chairperson
(727) 461-1369 or (727) 449-0455

www.pinellascholce.org
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Have you been
diagnosed with
OA of the knee?
Radiant Research is conducting a research study
for men and women, age 35 and older, with
osteoarthritis of the knee. Qualified patients will
receive all study-related exams, and topical
investigational medication at no charge. If you
have OA of the knee, call the number below to see
if you qualify for this study. Compensation of
up to $250 is available for time and travel to those
who qualify.
Call Mon-Fri for more information

For Additional Information Contact

PINELUS COUNTY SCHOOLS

727.343.4706
6010 Park Boulevard, Pinellas Park, FL

www.radiantresearch.com

"
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We Can’t Do It Without YOU!
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St. Petersburg NAACP Continues
To Promote Quality Education
For African-American Students
With the number of activities weekend of January 12-13, 2007 is narrowing the achievement gap
organized to celebrate Dr. Martin about commencing at 5:00 p.m. between black and non-black
Luther King’s birthday, the St. Friday evening.
students.
Petersburg National Association for
The St. Petersburg NAACP has
, As a fbllow-up to this forum, a
the Advancement of Colored joined hands with the St. Petersburg survey' of 700 African American
People thought it would be most College-Gibbs campus, Lokey car Students was conducted. The findings
fitting to promote quality education dealership, Everyone’s Youth United, revealed the barriers to African
by highlighting what Dr. King and Urban Development Solutions American student achievement
fought so bravely for: access to to offer another educational forum including factors relating to school
opportunity in order for African and conference to promote academic climate, inadequate study time and
Americans to realize the American achievement: ‘EDUCATION: WHO academic supports' services at the
Dream of peace, happiness, and CARES II entitled “ SHOOTING school and community level for at
prosperity. Although tliere is much FOR THE STARS!” during this risk students. Theses findings were
debate about how African American memorable weekend. The Pinellas compiled by Operation PAR of
students cari achieve success and County Schools assisted with Pinellas County.
respect in America, there remains program promotion and conference
• June 2006: Members of the
agreement that a quality education workshops.
- *
Pinellas County District Monitoring
is the key.
This forum is designed to Advisory Committee were provided
Much has been written about provide the skills necessary to an orientation and training in the
the African American student and African American students and •history of segregation in the
quality education. The debate parents in Pinellas County with the Pinellas County Schools and on the
continues about who is really tools to help move them toward the NAACP Call to Action Plan. This
responsible for such poor high goals of high school graduation. body known as DiMAC was formed
school graduation and college For the youth, Wali Jones of the to monitor the Pinellas County
entrance rates among African Shooting for the Stars Institute will Schools compliance with the court
American students, especially males. provide training in decision making order of 2000 (pertaining to the
Some say it is the lack of 'effective and peer selection for youth Bradley case. ,
parenting: Others write that African coupled with a basketball clinic at
• August 2006 to Present:
American students believe that it is St. Petersburg- Gibbs campus and Participation on the Pinellas
not “cool” to be a good student. their accompanying parents/guardians County Schools; Choice Task Force
Others blame the school system for will receive training in parent to develop a student school
it’s vestiges of institutionalized education.
assignment system that will
racism. Much has been written that
Refreshments, door prizes and voluntarily promote diversity and
characterizes the African American entertainment will be provided on academic achievement for all
culture as one that does not embrace site. St. Petersburg College-Gibbs students, but particularly African
education as a value today. Others Campus located at 6605-5th Avenue American students.
argue that African American family North is the conference site. For
• January 12-13, 2007: the St.
is broken and neither the skills nor further information, please contact Petersburg NAACP is hosting its
motivation exist to promote quality Sami Scott at (727) 204-9755 or follow-up Education: Who Cares
education. As that debate continues, (727) 898-3310. This effort is a educational forum entitled: “Shooting
the St. Petersburg NAACP continues continuation of a number of for the Stars”) which is centered on
to be solution-focused and continues programs and strategies that are skill development for parents to
to act on its balanced approach to designed to help increase the teach them how to promote academic
promote quality education by success rate of African American achievement/as a value within their
holding everyone accountable for youth in the Pinellas County school home and for at risk students to
the academic outcomes of African
teach them critical thinking and
system.
See the listing below of efforts decision making skills. These skill
American students.
With that Understanding and in made by the St. Petersburg NAACP building workshops will address
order to address what much is being in conjunction with community many of tpe barriers that hinder
written about the barriers to African partners to make a difference in the increased African American students’
American student’s achievement, academic achievement of African graduation rates.
All of these efforts combined
the St. Petersburg NAACP felt American youth in the last eighteen
with the legal redress strategies of
compelled to place in the hands and months.
• April 2006: Hosted the the NAACP and other advocacy
minds of those who are the subject of
the discussion, the skills necessary second educational forum entitled: groups are implemented to narrow
to overcome many of the barriers Education: Who Cares? This forum the achievement gap between black
that undermine this generations’ was, designed to promote greater and non-black students.
academic, success. This,is what the parental involvement as a means of

/ decided early to give my life to something eternal and absolute. Not
to these little gods that are here today and gone tomorrow, but to God
who is the same yesterday, today, and forever.

Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.

Wifel

Food Services
Housekeeping
Allied Health
Registered Nursing
Leadership

For o complete list of postitions avaialble
within our hospital, please visit us online

www.bayfront.org
or ph 727-893-6161 to
schedule an interview, eoe.

Bayfront
Health System

Martin Luther King Day
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On January 15, 2007, we celebrate the life of Martin Luther King Jr.
Hundreds of thousands of Americans across the country will remember
and memorialize Dr. King by participating in service projects in their
communities. Together, they will honor King's legacy of tolerance,
peace, ond equality by meeting community needs.
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As we grow, we hove opportunities in the
following areas:

Service, he realized, was the great equalizer.

Ba

Center

As St. Petersburgs, Largest
Community Hospital and level II
Trauma Center, we ore continually
growing to serve our community better. '

walks of life could join together to make a
difference in their communites. Working alongside
individuals of all ages, races and backgrounds, Dr. King
encouraged Americans to come together to strengthen com
munities, end poverty, ond acknowledge
dignity and respect for all human beings.
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Petersburg

CELEBRATING THE LIFE ANO DREAM OF DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.

Let's honor Ms vision for freedom, opportunity & justice for all.

NOW ACCEPIlNfi RPP1IMTI0NS
5“ a 6" Grades lor the 2007-2008 School Yeor
Private Middle School Offering Fuff Scholarships ter Ml Students Who Quality

TAMPA BAY’S
tampabays10.com

WTSP TV®

Monday, January 15
11:30 am - 7 pm
Please Donate At One Of These Locations

at select Tampa Bay area

TAMPA BAY’S 10 STUDIOS

BEOLLS

11450 GANDY BLVD.

ST. PETERSBURG

www.beaJlafiorida.Gom

OR ANY DONOR CENTER

FLORIDA
For more information, visit our campus: 2301 22nd Ave. S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712

BLOOD

I SERVICES

♦

Join the National Marrow

Donor Registry for free when
you donate blood.

or call (727) 322-0800 / www.academyprep.org

Academy Prep Center of St. Petersburg admits students of any race, color, national and ethnic origin to all the rights,
privileges, programs, and activities generally accorded or made available tb students at the school. It does not discriminate
on the basis of race, color, national and ethnic origin iri administration of its education policies, admissions policies, ;
scholarship and loan programs, and athletic and other school-administered programs.

Federal Free & Reduced Meals Program.

I

Donors receive a rent-one-get-one-FREE coupon from Hollywood

Video, a T-shirt, and a wellness checkup including a cholesterol
screening, plus the chance to save lives!

www.fbsblood.org

1-80G-68-BLOOD (25663)
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An M.L.K. Tribute At St. Pete USF
ST. PETERSBURG - In
celebration of Black History
Month, Joe Rogers, the former
lieutenant governor of Colorado,
will deliver his tribute to Rev. Dr.
Martin Luther King, “Dream
Alive,” Tuesday, Jan. 30 at the USF
St. Petersburg Campus Activities
Center at 7 p.m. The lecture is free
and open to the public.
Rogers, now an attorney in
private practice, served as lieutenant
governor of Colorado from 19992003 . He was both the first black
lieutenant governor and the youngest
in the history of the state.
In 2001, he was bestowed the

Trumpet Award by Time Warner’s
Turner Broadcasting System, one of
the nation’s highest honors given in
recognition of African Americans
who have made significant
contributions and, enhanced the
quality of life for Americans. This
honor put him in the ranks of
former Supreme Court Justice'
Thurgood Marshall, Rosa Parks,
Colin Powell, Condolezza Rice,
Nat King Cole and Sidney Poitier.
“We strive to bring the campus
and community speakers with
diverse messages,”, said Cedric
Howard, Ed.D., Director of Student
Affairs at USF, St. Petersburg.

“Rogers is an accomplished man
with a powerful message. I think
everyone who attends will take away
something from his presentation.”
The “Dream Alive” Program is
a live commentary on Dr. King
and other civil right movement
leaders. It is meant to help increase
understanding of the contributions
they made to the nation and serve
as a reminder that their visions are
timeless.
The lecture is sponsored by the
Division of Student Affairs and the
City of St. Petersburg. For more
> information, please call (727) 8734162.

WMNF's New Sunday Morning
■
' starts witrewM,

The Tavis Smiley Show
Sundays 4am - 8am

Critical fimes
with Mabili Ogun

8am - 9am

USF

UNIVERSITY OF
SOUTH FLORIDA

stpetersburg

A HIGjHER DEGREE OF EXCELLENCE.

The Empowerment Hour
/■(■■■■ with Eliot Steele
& Carolyn Lighty

?am-10arWt

Sunday Forum
with Otis Anthonl
& Jack Steeiey

10am - noon
Sunday, January 28,2007

WMNF 8875fm
c

o
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HE’S GIVING HIGHER EDUCATION

A WHOLE NEW MEANING
With Our New SACS Accreditation, The Sky's The Limit The Southern Association of Colleges and Schools
has just granted USF Si Petersburg separate accreditation. While still a proud member of the USF family,
accreditation affirms our autonomy and recognizes the educational excellence we provide our students and our
community. Best of all, it empowers us to do even more - more courses, more programs, more of everything for our
students, www.stpt.usf.edu

Need Affordable Housing?
Jordan Park Apartments in partnership with Landex Management will be accepting

applications for its public housing waiting list starting January 10th, 2007 for 1-4 bedroom

apartments

and for

all

income

levels

fitting

the

area

median

income

Rents are based on 30%
Of monthly income!
All applicants must qualify, based on HUD regulations
& The St. Petersburg Housing Authority

policies and guidelines.
Applications will be accepted

Wednesdays- from 9am to 4pm
and

Thursdays- from 9am to 12pm
At Jordan Park Apartments
Management Office

1245 Jordan Park St. S,

St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 322-9327
Equal Housing Opportunity.

limits
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Remember! Celebrate! Act!

A Day On, Not A Day Off!!!
(ms

w

The National Council of Negro Women, Inc.
St. Petersburg Metropolitan Section

and
Mr. Jeff Lyash, President/CEO
Progress Energy, Florida

Progress Energy

Honorary Chair

People. Performance. Excellence.

Invite You to Attend

21s* Annual Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Leadership
Breakfast
Date:

Monday, January 15, 2007

Place:

St. Petersburg Coliseum

535 Fourth Avenue North, St. Petersburg, FL
Time: 7:30 a.m.

Speaker: Robert Smith, Jr., M. Div, Ph. D.

Associate Professor, Beeson Divinity School,
On the Campus of Samford University

Birmingham, Alabama

ph
Dr. Robert Smith, Jr.

Co-Sponsored by City of St. Petersburg
CITY OF ST. PETERSBURG

Tickets:

$25.00 per person

(Sponsorship Opportunities are available)
For additional information contact Mary H. Clowers, Chair,

at 727-896-6556 or visit our website at www.ncnwstpetersburg.org
Ticket Locations:

The Weekly Challenger, 2500 Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Street South
687 CCNTRAl AWE. ST. PCTCRSBURG FI • GRABS OPCN AT 7PM • SHOUIT1MC: 8PM
TICKOS AVAIIABIC AT AU TICKCTMASTCR OUTLCTS & NIAMV-C ACCORDS
FOA MOAC INFO: 813 393-9110*813 944-2221 *813 237-2879*813 388-7431
POISONDARTSOUND.COm-JAHFARI.NCr*mVSPAC€.COfAZPOISONDARTSOUND

Lou Brown Realty, 2900 18th Avenue South
NCNW Fannye A. Ponder Council House, 1835 9th Avenue South

Explore your w

activities, Tampa Bay is the place to find endless

llllllil
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www.VisitTampaBay.com
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CLASSIFIED ADS...get result?
Advertise your next garage sale here • Call Today! to place your ad • (727) 896-2922
[)

Midtown Medical Scrubs

FV

3651 42"“’ Ave. South, Suite C-104
St. Petersburg, Florida 33711

Mosley Motel
401 34th St. No. (US 19)

IVlVObE X jflfl
MHTFT A
IVIU X CL Jj

90116th Street South, Suite A St. Petersburg, FL 33712

REED CHIROPRACTIC, P.L.L.C.

$20

st. Petersburg, FL
727-209-3700

r------------------------------------ —----- 7------ ----------- -J

j
j
I
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Bring Coupon and
Receive $20 Off
First Week’s Rent

i
j
j
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Dr. Kelly M. Reedy Jr.

*Clean rooms *Gated Community *Quiet days / nights *24 Hr. Security

CHIROPRACTIC AND ACUPUNCTURE
HEALTH CARE
MASSAGE THERAPY

* Full Kitchenette * Free Showtime *Free local calls * Laundry

Scrub sets start at $ 18.00

(reg.

$20

sizes)

* Restaurant on site * Walking distance to Central Plaza

$20

AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS, SPORTS INJURIES,
MEDICARE AND MEDICAID

AFRICAN AMERICAN
LABOR & EMPLOYMENT ATTORNEY

FEMALE

Yorkie Terrier

She is so

— Employment Discrimination

Nice and

-- Workers’ Compensation

Ms. Patricia Williams, L.M.T,

NEUROMUSCULAR & RELAXATION THERAPY
ACCEPTING AETNA & UNITED HEALTH CARE ANDMOST
INSURANCE PLANS

Playful.
www.fordlaw.org

Contact Karen Segun:

CALL (727) 864-1882

(813)223-1200

Karenintcoltd@yahoo.com

$$ 1

ALL MAJOR CREDIT AND DEBIT CARDS ACCEPTED

Roderick O. Ford, J.D., Esq.

Only for $500.

Tampa * St. Petersburg

AM A PRIVATE PARTY

SS

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
PERFORMANCE REVIEW ANO NEEDS ASSESSMENT

HOMEOWNERS INSURANCE
Canceled or Non-Renewed ???

WITH CASH.

January 31,2007
The Pinellas County Department of Community Development is holding a public hearing to obtain citizens’ views on bousing and community development needs, and on the review,

of 2005 - 2006 program performance for the Community Development Block Grant (CDBG), Emergency Shelter Grant (ESG), and HOME Investment Partnership Programs (HOME).

WE CAN HELP !!!

The public hearing will be held on Wednesday, January 31,2007 at 6:30 p.m. in the Clerk's Conference Room, 4th floor, Courthouse, 315 Court Street, Clearwater.

Larry Eugene Walker

I BUY NOTES, TRUST DEEDS,

The County CDBG Program Area includes all unincorporated areas and the municipalities of Belleair, Belleair Beach, Belleair Bluffs, Dunedin, Gulfport, Indian Rocks Beach, Indian

Insurance

Shores Kenneth City, Madeira Beach, North Redington Beach, Oldsmar, Pinellas Park, Redington Beach, Redington Shores, Safety Harbor, St. Pete Beach, Seminole, South Pasadena,
Tarpon Springs and Treasure Island. The HOME Investmeht Partnership Program area includes the above plus the City of Largo. ESG Program Area is all of Pinellas County except the

AND/OR MORTGAGES.

City of St. Petersburg (which also receives-ESG funds).

(727) 393-4617

PLEASE CALL IF YOU OWN AND

Persons are advised that if they decide to appeal any decision made at these hearings, they will need a record of the proceedings and, for such purpose, they may need to ensure

ARE INTERESTED IN SELLING

Great Automobile Rates

CALL ROBERT SMITH AT 727-564-1375

Over 20 years of Experience

that a verbatim record of the proceedings is made, which record includes the testimony and evidence upon which the appeal is based.

If you are a person with a disability who needs any accommodation in order to participate in this proceeding, you are entitled at no cost to you to the provision of certain assistance.
If you need assistance, please contact the Office of Human Rights, 400 South Ft. Harrison Avenue, #500, Clearwater FL 33756,727-464-4062 (VfTDD).

PICK OF THE
WEEK!

Employment Opportunities

03-09-14
21-25-39

NOW HIRING!

The Weekly Challenger Employment Opportunities

Production Positions

Executive Secretary

Assembly, Warehouse and Packaging Openings!

Requirements: A two year secretarial certification and a minimum
of .three (3) years experience working for an administrative executive.
Must be able to type a minimum of 50 w.pm., and take dictation or
speed writing. Must have excellent organizational, interpersonal
communication and writing abilities and be able to interact effectively.
Must be efficient in handling the telephone and be able to record
messages accurately. Additional executive level experience may be
substituted for the certification on year-for-year basis. Fax resume to

(Drivers, Mechanic, Customer Service, Fork Lift Driver, Saw
Operators, Phone Installer, Chemical Mixer Janitor,
Security, Solderer, CNC, Bore Machinist)

FL#2779016
• Must be able to lift up to 30-50 lbs.
• 0-2 years of any type of warehouse experience.
• Must be reliable, hard working and eager to work!
• Must have a valid FL driver’s license or reliable
transportation.
• Mon-Fri - 32- 40 hours per week Various Shifts, Criminal
Background Check and Drug Screen
• Pay starts from $7.75 per hour.

Earn Great Benefits!
tfetfe « ft FowiSy-CatleW
(Vtwfe fitwiwwttad!
Looking ®r qualified candidates
with general knowledge of all facets
of building maintenance includingelectrical, plumbing, carpentry, and

air conditioning. Apply Online at
www.thehospice.org or visit our
Career Center at The Hospice of
the Florida Suncoast, 5771
Roosevelt Blvd., Ste. 200,
.Clearwater» eoe/dfwp

CALL NATALIJA FOR INFORMATION

(727) 321-8349 or email to lhill@pcul.org.

'

The Weekly Challenger Newspaper is seeking experienced sales
representatives to sell classified and display advertising space for
the newspaper. This freelance agent prepares list of prospects, visits
advertisers to point out advantages of advertising in the publication.
Call (727) 896-2922.

Burlington Towers
John Knox
Kissin Cuzzin
Main Library
Post Office
Verizon Plus
Albertsons
Bayfront East Parking Lot
CVS
Dollar Tree
Enoch Davis Center
Family Dollar
Fire Station
Lakewood Estates
P.S.T.A. Bus Terminal
Post Office
Soapy’s Laundromat
The Copy Center
The Weekly Challenger
Washington Mutual
Winn Dixie Store

&

to

RACKS
1000 Burlington Avenue North
1035 Arlington Avenue North
951 34th Street North
3745 9th Avenue North
76 4th Street North
913 1st Avenue North
3030 54th Avenue South
730 6th Avenue South
4260 6th Street South
913 62nd Avenue South
Till 18th Avenue South
2301 34th Street South
45th Ave. S. & Dr. M.L.K., Jr. St. S.
DeSoto & 31 st St. S.
3180 Central Avenue
1750 16th Streets.
1435 49th Streets.
265 Central Ave.
2500 Dr. M.L. King, Jr. Street S.
355 8th Street South
5015 Gulfport Blvd. South

542

096

437

816

261

8-2
5-4

4-7
6-4

Sales Representatives

Your life. Our life's work:"

Where

891

,

For interview, email resume to wcads@tampabay.fr.com or

@ 727-329-1490 EXT 114

CA$H 3

1 -3
2-5

Find The Weekly Challenger:
Quickie Foods
Publix
Pick-a-Deli
Tony’s Meats
Gita Foods
Coquina Key Meats
7-Eleven
Rajac Meats
Discount Meats
P. Food & Gas

Big Tim’s Bar-B-Q
Blue Nile Food Store
BP Gas Station
Connie’s Bar-B-Q
Dave’s Meat Market
Ike’s Liquor Store
Jewell’s House of Beauty
K’s Foods
Lakeview Market

VENDORS
1500 Dr. M.L. King, Jr. Street S.

250 3rd Street South
1055 4th Street South
1209 4th Street South
1700 3rd Street South
3910 6th Street South
3956 Elkam Blvd. SE
2225 Dr. M.L. King, Jr. Street S.
2327 Dr. M.L. King, Jr. Street S. B.
900 22nd Avenue South
530 34th Street South
1600 18th Avenue South
2753 5th Avenue South
1797 16th Street South
1644 15th Avenue South
1443 16th Street South
935 Union Street South

1421 22nd Street South
1940 22nd Street South

Mid Town Supermarket
Novell’s Grocery
Sports Cuts
Sun Coast Gas/Food
Three Brothers Market
Wildwood Meats

Pinellas Point Meats
Albertsons
7 Eleven
Elephant Veggies
Taste of the Islands
C&JVeggies
Shady Side Market ’
George Market
Mid Peninsula
Food Mart
Hess Gas
Choice Market
Watson Food Town

1865 18th Avenue South
2930 18th Avenue South
3155 18th Avenue South
900 16th Street South
1040 16th Street South
1228 28th Street South
2208 62nd Avenue South
3030 54th Avenue South

5451 31st Street South
4275 34th Street South
2231 34th Street South
3698 18th Avenue South
4200 15th Avenue South
1500 49th Street South
400 49th Street South
3710 Central Avenue
25 34th Street South
3401 5th Avenue South
3311 5th Avenue North
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St. Petersburg Resident Is Sworn In As Governor
By: WATSON HAYNES
Special to the Challenger
Charlie Crist, a product of St.
Petersburg’s public schools and resident of St.
Petersburg became the 44th Governor of the
State of Florida on Tuesday January 2nd. The
event was attended by more that 3,500 people
and was televised statewide. Many St.
Petersburg residents, including Mayor Rick
Baker, was in attendance as Crist promised
for a more open government and for
accountability to “our bosses” referring to the
citizens of Florida. When there was a break in
the ceremony and Crist and Jeff Kottkamp,
his lieutenant gbvemor, stepped off of the
platform into the crowd, someone called him

Governor and he responded “It’s Charlie.”
While his family looked on and his
parents, Dr. Charles Crist and Nancy Crist
held the family Bible, Crist was sworn In by
Chief Justice of the Florida Supreme Court,
Fred Lewis. Also on the platform with thefamily were Vyrle Davis and his wife, Mozell.
Davis was Governor Crist’s principal at St.
Petersburg High School. Davis was also
appointed to serve on the Crist Education
Transition Team.
In speaking about education in the state of
Florida and without mentioning the FCAT, he
said, “I know the essential ingredient in a first
class education is our teachers. We must
continue to recruit and retain the very best and
brightest to teach our children, and we must

pay them more.”
Crist announced that he will aggressively
seek to, solve the insurance crisis in the state
and address the property tax issues that were
the key issues during his campaign.
Crist, 50, is an attorney and is the
outgoing Attorney General for the State of
Florida. He is the fourth Governor of Florida
since Reconstruction who is a Republican.
He is the only resident of St. Petersburg to
become Governor. He was able to, gather over
18% of the Black vote statewide, making him
the highest African American vote getter for
Governor as a Republican in the history of
Florida.
Local St. Petersburg Civic Leader,
Watson L. Haynes, a long time personal

friend of Grist was selected by Crist as the
Corporate Chairman of the Inaugural. “I was
honored just) to receive an invitation to the
inauguration; this is really a sign of a great
leader to place such a responsibility on the
shoulders of a friend?’
The Inaugural breakfast held on the
campus of Florida A&M University featured
the Tallahassee’ Boys Choir, the FAMU
Gospel Choir. The audience and Crist were
brought to their feet as Gospel singer Vickie
Winans performed prior to the group going to
the Old Capital for the Swearing in
Ceremony. After the Ceremony, hundreds
joined in a party outside the Governor’s
mansion and were given tours of the mansion.
Among those present for the “peoples

Governor Celebration” were members off
various political parties, blue collar workers,
educators, homeless and law enforcement
personnel.
Crist was dressed in blue jeans and a
casual sweater as he greeted people in
attendance at the parade in front of the
mansion. The parade featured the marching
bands from St. Petersburg and Gaither High
Schools, Albert the alligator from the
University of Florida, and the Florida A&M
Marching 100 Band. A great honor was
bestowed on Crist as his college band, Florida
State University performed.
“We came, we saw, we participated and
we conquered,” said Haynes. “It’s a new day
in Florida.”

MmA

5-Piece Dinette

Locally owed and operated

71,52 STE38

44" Round Table with Marble Veneer Top and
4 Metal Spider-Back Side Chairs

by Richard Berthelot

_

83081 ROH58

/-Piece Living Room
90" Sofa, 70" Loveseat, 3-Piece Table Group
(Steve Silver 54CZ) & 2 Table Lamps (Elite 70TL)

92635 ftOH69

/

2-Piece Sectional
Also Available: Round Cocktail Table $199.95, Round Lamp Table
(Progressive 85) $199 95, 36" Table Lamp {Tempo 03TL) $99.95
5"6"x 7 5" Rug (Nourison 03YR) $229.95

Badcock,

Sale Prices ’
trough

Phone: 7Z7 822-7741
NEW STORE HOURS:
Sat. 9am-6pm • Wed, Thurs & Fri, 9am-7p
& roctmin
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In honor of a man who didn't believe in labels.
Celebrating Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Day

1.15.07

Publix
Visit us at www.publix.com ©2007 Publix Asset Management Company

I

